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How to start? Where to start? If we consider the recent comprehensive developments in dissecting
the multidisciplinary approaches to reading Shakespeare, we find how the re-telling of his plays
recreates and destroys the boundaries of knowing him. If closure in reading is seen as an excuse,
then certainly, Shakespeare‟s performances are open-ended in all plausible sense of the term.
Playing Shakespearean characters and re-inventing them through lights, sounds, costumes, stage
productions include a continuous shift from the original themes, styles, and techniques. The ideas
related to representation, performance, nativity of the characters, scenes, display elements,
succinct layers of meaning-everything undergo a drastic alteration when critical and academic
scrutinization of the plays are taken into account. Hamlet on stage, Hamlet in film adaptations,
and studying regional versions of Hamlet present insightful articulation of re-locating
Shakespeare‟s studies from a new angle. In his essay „The Play‟s not the only Thing‟, Antoni
Cimolino refutes the idea of an exclusive script of Shakespeare as such. In terms of narrating
innovative ideas, (especially when we scan through Shakespeare‟s manual) he says that all
Shakespeare left was a script:
“We can imagine the scenes in as much, or as little, detail as we like. And what we mentally
see or hear in one scene need not be consistent with what we hear or see in the next. In our mind‟s
eye, we can envisage both a dashingly Byronic romantic hero and a fat thirty-year-old who still
hasn‟t finished school. In our mind‟s ear, we can hear a whole chorus of the various inflections
and emphases that could be given to a single line.” (Cimolino,15)
This is the point where any singularity related to performance gets nullified. Multiple voices that
create and protract the binaries in Shakespeare get authenticated through this mental hearing, the
mind‟s eye that produces either a Byronic romantic hero or a fat thirty-year-old.
i
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Litinfinite Journal Vol. III, Issue- I contains research papers from across the globe, that deconstruct
any unidimensional notion of studying Shakespeare. Purbali Sengupta‟s paper attempts to reimagine the bard and to offer a fresh perspective to the theatrical presentation of Hamlet.
Traversing from local to global-this remains the thematic idea in her paper, where she talks about
the proliferation of Shakespeare studies in the western canon, and how the recent studies and
performances dismantle the erstwhile ideas. Manidip Chakraborty‟s paper, on the other hand,
makes a succinct presentation of locating an „audience‟ in Lady Macbeth‟s bed-chamber: studying
the dramatic trope in the sleep-walking scene of Macbeth. The function of the chorus and the playwithin-a-play technique all highlight the different angles from which one particular scene needs to
be constructed afresh.
Going beyond the trajectory constituted by metaphors of sexual and imperial domination, the new
phases of Shakespearean studies concentrate on the anti-patriarchal and anti-colonial tendencies,
as Jonathan Gil Harris puts forward in his seminal work Shakespeare and Literary Theory:
“When we apply theory to Shakespeare‟s writing, we are not really exposing it to foreign
bodies, whether pathogenic or curative. If theory is a virus that has invaded Shakespeare, its
genetic material already contains traces of its host. Theory, then, is not straightforwardly foreign
to Shakespeare: it is already Shakespearean.” (Harris, 3)
Theories of decoding, unearthing, and accentuating major streaks of Shakespearean drama are
thus, fraught with complications. Everything, right from Formalism to the Feminist theories, from
poststructuralist Marxism to the Lacanian goals- there has been no dearth of how these theories
embark upon a dialogue-journey with Shakespeare. And the critical discourse keeps on changing
through several methodical approaches that scholars and critics have undertaken.
Kimberley M Glassman‟s paper, for instance, highlights the bifocality of dance in Shakespeare‟s
Twelfth Night. The dance adaptations through ballet-movies, dance as the part of performance, and
the contribution of dance to the forms of Shakespearean comedy are well-exemplified in
Kimberley‟s articulation of research. The acts and performances allow a kind of cultural sympathy
between a literary icon that Shakespeare is, and one of the leading institutions like the Royal
Ballet. The dance forms do not give rise to abstract pieces, but they are new narratives that have
become an intense source of academic discussion and also extend beyond classrooms.
Rahul Kar and Sangeeta Saha‟s paper focuses upon how to contemporize the topos of
Shakespearean drama. The larger interest area of the paper remains in the re-reading of memory,
masculinity, and vengeance with special reference to Shakespeare‟s tragedies and history plays.
The ideals of valour, encouragement, masculinity and vengeance at a time, bloodshed, and
patriotic consciousness all are portrayed in a most succinct manner by the researchers.
ii
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Each study of Shakespeare brings something new and fresh to the fore. The studies vary from one
geographical location to another. The critical reception of Shakespeare in Bengal is yet another
study that has gained much prominence in and beyond academia. Dr. Samik Sen‟s paper analyzes
the biographical criticism of Shakespeare in Bengal. This he does with a special reference to S.C.
Sengupta‟s „Shakespeare the Man‟. The paper emphasizes various ideological ideas that gave birth
to the construction of Shakespeare‟s criticism in Bengal.
Reading theatre and reading film adaptations are completely different. A closeted knowledge of
Shakespearean studies can never do the required justice to his works. Dr. Neenu Kumar‟s take on
Indian filmic adaptations of Shakespeare‟s plays delves into the variable dimensions of society,
class representation, and the study of power and resistance as part of Sanjay Leela Bhansali‟s
adaptation of Shakespearean stories into his films. The cultural ethos, representation of the „glocal‟
and the „masala‟ ingredients in the Bollywood films have been discussed at large in Dr. Kumar‟s
research paper.
Shakespearean studies do give rise to variety. Varieties of performance, varieties in decoding the
myths of male/ female, black/white, high/low, savage/ civilized, and so on. The regular and
more conventional modes of understanding gender binaries, for instance, alter to a large extent
when we take recourse to read Transvestism and gender appropriation in his plays. Sanghita
Sanyal‟s paper addresses exactly these issues pertaining to cross-dressing, social mores active
during his time and how women were not allowed to play a distinct role on the stage. The paper
also aims to bring around the aftermath of cross-dressing on stage. And finally, we also have an
insightful paper of understanding race, class, cultural distinctions, and hierarchy in Othello. Sneha
Chakraborty and Oly Saha‟s paper aims to examine the themes of ownership, motiveless
malignity and honour as reflected in Othello.
For this issue, we have two book reviews. I have dwelt at large on an academic review of
internationally-acclaimed poet Sudeep Sen‟s artistic journey in his new book, Anthropocene: Climate
Change, Contagion, Consolation. The book contains Sen‟s pointed and important observations in his
typically original, lyrical and tightly-wrought style. Thoughts and ideas about the causality of
environmental forces and their effects are turned into the most exquisite, palpable poetry coming
out of India — one that is both local and global, national, and international in its outlook. The
brink of human existence and the kaleidoscopic vision of human instinct and survival are painted
through the changing and astute perceptions of Sen‟s artistic lens.
Finally, we have another book review- Heba Rajili has done a review of The Help by Kathryn
Stockett.The review highlights racial camps and demarcation for domestic workers, and astutely
develops a critical review of white women and black servants. The reviewer has also included a
comparative study of the book and the film related to it.
iii
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So, here goes Litinfinite Journal Vol. III, Issue I for our readers.
I express my sincerest thanks to all my respected editorial and advisory board members and
contributors.
I take this occasion to thank Penprints Publication, for extending their untiring support to the
journal.

Thanking you,
Sreetanwi Chakraborty
Editor-in-Chief,
Litinfinite Journal
Kolkata
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Abstract
The very act of articulating Shakespeare from a space in the Global South can trigger a maelstrom
of contesting ideologies. There was always a mad scramble among academics to interpret and
own the bard intimately. Undoubtedly, one of the aspects of British colonial rule was to establish
its cultural hegemony and 'Englishness' in the colonies through a well-designed curriculum.
However, the colonial structures of power implicated into institutional fabrics make the task of a
post-colonial scholar challenging the colonial ideology, quite complex. William Shakespeare, has
(often anachronistically), traversed through myriad trajectories of different cultures/ages,
becoming through his works, a site of cultural contestation. Hamlet, the eponymous protagonist
of the tragedy 'Hamlet', was almost the tragedian's doppelganger, created at a critical juncture in
his personal life. This paper looks at the diverse interpretations of the play, to map a
transformation from the local to the global and vice versa. Taking the conventional representation
of Hamlet by Kenneth Branagh in his 1996 film adaptation as a frame of reference, it examines
two other versions of Hamlet, the absurdist, meta theatrical experiment; 'Hamlet: The Clown
Prince', directed by Rajat Kapoor and the musical, a Stockhausen media production of 2007,
„Hamlet in Rock‟.

Keywords: Adaptation, Eurocentrism, Post-Colonial, Absurdist, Rock

Introduction:
He was the man who of all modern and perhaps ancient poets, had the largest and most
comprehensive soul. But Shakespeare's magic could not copied be; within that circle none durst
walk but he. He was naturally learned; he needed not the spectacle of books to read nature. He
looked inwards, and found her there.
John Dryden

1
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Hamlet's experience simply could not have happened to a plumber.
George Bernard Shaw
That William Shakespeare could function as an exhibit to entice onlookers is perhaps an established
fact, as is pointed out by Clare Pettitt whilst analysing the spectacle of the Great Exhibition of 1851
where Shakespeare was indeed the show-stopper; „In the British Nave of the Crystal Palace,
sandwiched between an “Improved open fire pedestal stove, with candelabrum for gas” by W.
Bailey & Sons and an “Ornamental rustic dome of cast-iron, bronzed, 20 feet in diameter by 30 feet
high”; and some “Garden- seats, [and] chairs” by the Coal brook Dale Company, visitors to the
Great Exhibition of 1851 would have found exhibit number 83, listed in the Official Catalogue as
“Unfinished statue of Shakespeare, from the Stratford bust” by John Bell‟ (Marshall and Poole, 61).
In this context Paul A. Kottman reminds us how the Shakespearean Canon has managed to
generate persistent scholarly curiosity throughout decades; „The phrase “Shakespeare Cult” is often
used to describe the intense attention paid by German writers and philosophers to Shakespeare's
drama- starting specially, with writings by Gotthold Ephraim Lessing (1729-81), Johann Gottfried
Herder (1744-1803) and Johann Wolfgang Goethe (1749-1832), extending to writings by Friedrich
Schiller (1759-1805)....For Herder, a key figure in this movement, to engage Shakespeare is to better
grasp one's own historical situation - rather than the other way around‟ (Wells, 241). Elaborating
further on the relevance of Shakespearean scholarship in contemporary times, Kottman explains,
„The “Cult” of Shakespeare itself grew out of a deep sense of the historicity of Shakespeare's work,
and of artistic practices generally - just as they sought to highlight in Shakespeare's works an
occasion for us to become more historically self-aware‟ (Wells, 257). Shakespeare's oeuvres have
been widely proliferated through institutionalization of Western humanities in the colonies. The
establishment of an independent Shakespearean Canon kept the interest flowing over the years
often overshadowing conspiracy theories regarding the authorship of his work. For us in the
colonies, the English handed us 'their' Shakespeare with its connotative virtues of Humanism,
Eurocentrism and Universalism. Debating the institutionalization of English literary studies, Gauri
Viswanathan while urging scholars to not downplay the severity of cultural hegemony operational
from the early days of the British Raj, outlines the role curriculum played, „The curriculum is
conceived here not in the perennialist sense of an objective, essentialized entity but rather as
discourse, activity, process- as one of the mechanisms through which knowledge is socially
distributed and culturally validated‟ (Vishwanathan, 3). Therefore if Shakespeare is a cultural
signifier functional through western discourse, it is indeed crucial to challenge and deconstruct the
bardic tradition with counter discursive articulations. However subverting the Shakespearean
canon does not mean substituting one set of reading practices with another because the very idea of
canonicity is inbuilt in curriculum, academia and in the publication industry. Angele Eward
Mangione in her analytical research work based on studying Shakespeare from a position of postcoloniality, states the need „to decolonize Shakespeare by dismantling the deep-seated, prejudicial
ideologies of race, gender and colonialism that are evident in British drama such as Shakespeare's,
and which have shaped the lives of millions of people who encountered Shakespeare through
colonial education. On a personal level, these postcolonial writers recognise and expose the role
2
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that English Literature played in disseminating dichotomies such as centre/margin,
centre/periphery, canonical/uncanonical and civilized/uncivilized‟ (Mangione, 148).
One of the best adaptations of William Shakespeare made in recent times is by Indian film maker
Vishal Bhardwaj whose 'writing back' to Shakespeare birthed the trilogy - Maqbool (2003), Omkara
(2006) and Haider (2014). Bhardwaj's adapted Shakespearean characters forayed into a disquieting
world of domestic politics, sometimes staging their act in contested political territories like Kashmir
or re-enacting a cautionary tale of love and betrayal in the outlandish backdrop of Uttar Pradesh,
rife with mafia politics. Deconstructing Shakespeare by attempting to challenge the interior
colonialities of a sovereign state or stoking the underbelly of the dark corridors of power and
violence has almost inevitably made Vishal Bhardwaj's adaptations more than mere cultural
translations. This paper makes an effort to scrutinize whether it is possible to embroil in a cultural
politics of resistance through an effective coup de théâtre; Rajat Kapoor's „Hamlet: The Clown
Prince' and the 2007 musical 'Hamlet in Rock' would be cases in point.
Exploring the idea of Shakespearean appropriation, Julie Sanders points out how; „The adaptation
of Shakespeare invariably makes him 'fit' for new cultural contexts and political ideologies different
from those of his own age. As a result, a historiographical approach to Shakespearean
appropriation becomes also in part a study of theoretical movements; many theories which have
had their intellectual foundation in recent decades, such as feminism, postmodernism,
structuralism, gay, lesbian and transgender theory, post colonialism and now, increasingly, the new
digital humanities, have all had a profound effect on the modes and methodologies of adapting
Shakespeare‟ (Sanders, 58). However, She also insists us to be mindful of the fact that „Shakespeare
was himself an adapter and imitator, an appropriator of myth, fairy tale, folklore, the historical
chronicles of Holinshed, and the prose fiction and poetry of his day, as well as classical texts by
Ovid and Plutarch‟ (Sanders, 59). Debating further the contemporaneity of Shakespeare, Sanders
highlights the commercial viability of Shakespearean scholarship; „His global currency in recent
decades seems to further fuel that adaptability, recognizable as his 'brand' is in Asia, Latin America,
West Africa and elsewhere. There are also undoubtedly economic and legal factors at play:
Shakespeare is helpfully outside copy-right law, making him both safe and cheap, as well as
fascinating, to adapt. And adaptation as an art, as we have already seen, feeds other adaptations, so
the 'Shakespeare industry' is a self-generating force in this regard‟ (Sanders, 60).While suggesting
that any hint at 'participatory reading' would involve „intertextuality, and its specific manifestation
in the form of adaptation and appropriation‟ (Sanders, 1), she further outlines how „appropriation
carries out the same sustained engagement of adaptation but frequently adopts a posture of
critique, overt commentary and even sometimes assault or attack‟ (Sanders, 6). In this context of
cross-reading, the concept one refers to is, „Pastiche', another term of French derivation which is
often assumed to have a satiric undertow or a parodic intention‟ (Sanders, 7). This paper
demonstrates that Rajat Kapoor directed, 'Hamlet: The Clown Prince' though is an appropriation of
a canonical text within the theatrical dimension, however imbibes elements of parodic subversion
which shares certain aspects of a Pastiche. Its fragmented and eclectic playfulness is vividly
reminiscent of the postmodernist form; Pastiche. This paper also tries to explore how certain art
3
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forms can dismantle established literary canons and allows new improvised versions of
conventional textual tradition to shape itself. The musical rock version of Hamlet that is composed
entirely on mixing Shakespearean dialogues with lyrical symbolism of electronic rock music is an
interesting example of how intertextuality and cross-fertilized readings operate in literature.
Hamletian Dilemna- A Classic Catch-22 Situation for Interpreters of the Play-Text?
To be or not to be: that is the question:
Whether 'tis nobler in the mind to suffer
The slings and arrows of outrageous fortune,
Or to take arms against a sea of troubles,
And by opposing end them?
Hamlet (3.1.64-98)
The story of Hamlet, a young prince who comes to set things right after his native kingdom of
Denmark is in a stage of topsy-turvy Dom but ends up becoming a sort of agent provocateur caught
up fighting his own demons is almost a cult in its own right. The play has always stirred popular
imagination with suggestions of procrastination and inertia. Some critics like David Bevington
consider Hamlet's humanity as a potent factor for his incapacity for action, „Shakespeare's way of
humanizing his revenger is to present a Hamlet who is thoughtful, introspective, witty, capable of
enduring friendships, deeply moved by the need for human affection both in his family and in
romantic attachments, and philosophically inquisitive‟ (McEachern, 60). He points out that this
„internal conflict, in which civilized decency is posed with seemingly irreconcilable opposition
against the need for brutally direct action, is the stuff of tragic greatness‟ (McEachern, 61). The
reason why Hamlet is in itself a canonical work lending contingency to subsequent adaptations, is
because of its depiction of a world-weary protagonist (carrying the modernist tag of Weltschmerz)
and with an almost postmodernist approach in his anti-heroic existential world view. If William
Shakespeare, the bard, is 'of all ages' then Hamlet, surely, is 'of all cultural and temporal frames'.
Some critics label the play religious as it represents a stereotyped Christian struggle; it is at the
same time almost a morality play exposing the element of conflict hidden in a human soul. Hamlet,
non-committal in his cause, cannot bring himself to kill Claudius - the probable murder a narrative
and theatrical ploy that may have resolved all contradictions to ensure a smooth cathartic end. Gail
Kern Paster while critiquing the play, points out that Hamlet's „efforts to change himself and his
situation take the indirect form of putting on a play. The depressed prince requires the mimetic
actions of others - professional players uninvolved in the political crisis and merely eager for
patronage - to stimulate himself and Claudius into direct confrontation‟ (Wells, 157). Colin Burrow
explains, that compared to other tragic characters, „Hamlet by contrast persuades himself to “act” in
the theatrical rather than the practical sense, by staging his play designed to “catch the conscience
of the king”‟ (McEachern, 16). This mix of 'play' and 'reality' which characterises Hamlet's
'playfulness' makes the tragedy profoundly representational, performative and translatable,
particularly in terms of theatre or stage. The dilemma of course is persistent: whether there
should/could be a generic transformation; can Hamlet be represented as a buffoonish character or a
4
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modern man dealing with his angst? Interpreters of Hamlet have always found themselves in a
tricky catch-22 situation, plagued with a difficult choice to make, in appropriating the play: total
metamorphosis of the canonical work or resembling the hypo text? Which should be the ideal
reception? Julie Sanders draws a list of reasons behind Hamlets canonical standing; „Ophelia's
tragic trajectory has proved of considerable interest to feminist adapters, male and female alike,
Angela Carter's novels and short fiction are haunted by the image of Ophelia, often filtered through
subsequent adaptational gestures, not least Pre-Raphaelite painting and cinematic interpretations. If
feminism has found relational associations with Hamlet in more recent decades in the early 20th
century, it was the work of Sigmund Freud and the influence of theories of psychoanalysis that
placed the play at the heart of the literary canon. As the exploration of a mind in crisis, the play
attracted numerous commentators and respondents, not least T.S. Eliot, whose essays and wider
interest in this area proved influential both in the shaping of the canon and in the discipline of
English literature itself‟ (Sanders, 66). When it comes to the question of the performance and staging
of the play, „One factor that has amplified and extended the canonicity of Hamlet is that the prince
of Denmark has come to be regarded as the culminating role for any aspiring young actor. It serves
as a career touchstone as much as a literary one. The “actor of the day” is almost obliged to engage
with the role in some format: in the 20th century Sir John Gielgud, Sir Laurence Olivier, Richard
Burton and Kenneth Branagh among them‟ (Sanders, 67).
Branaghian Hamlet- a Shadow of Eurocentrism Behind the Mix of Melancholy and Bravado?
According to Britannica, Kenneth Branagh, an actor-director born in Northern Ireland, is „credited
with making Shakespeare accessible to the masses‟. He adapted several Shakespearean plays on
stage and onscreen with precision and creativity. Britannica mentions that one of the peaks of his
career was in 1984 when he joined the prestigious Royal Shakespeare Company which provided
him an opportunity to garner acclaim for playing Hamlet and Henry V. Critiquing the film version
of Hamlet (1996) in which Branagh played the eponymous protagonist, Roger Ebert comments, „His
Hamlet is long, but not slow, deep but not difficult, and it vibrated with the relief of actors who
have great things to say and the right ways to say them. And in 70-mm. version, it has a visual
clarity that is breath taking. It is the first uncut film version of Shakespeare's most challenging
tragedy...Branagh's Hamlet lacks the narcissistic intensity of Laurence Olivier's (in the 1948
Academy Award winner), but the film as a whole is better, placing Hamlet in the larger context of
royal politics, and making him less a subject for pity‟ (Roger). Ebert praising 'Branagh's visual
showmanship', emphasises on the actor‟s histrionics, „In all of his films, he reveals his joy in
theatrical gestures‟ and this, Ebert believes, is one of the turning points of this uncut Hamlet, „the
crucial role of the play within the play. Many productions reduce the visiting troupe of actors to
walk-ons; they provide a hook for Hamlet's advice to the players, and merely suggest the
performance that Hamlet hopes will startle Claudius into betraying himself‟ (Roger). What Roger
Ebert suggests is that Kenneth Branagh's fundamental directorial move was making the play within
the play primary, further pointing out how Branagh devised certain key moments in an
extraordinary light, for example, „how Hamlet's most famous soliloquy (To be or not to be....) is
delivered into a mirror, so that his own indecision is thrust back at him‟. In spite of the
5
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overwhelming reception that Branaghian Hamlet received, my argument is a tad critical. The play
in its cinematic form may have displayed certain spectacular innovations but one may argue that it
still remains an old wine served in a new bottle. The Branaghian Hamlet retains the authenticity of
an Elizabethan/Danish protagonist whose experience of moral crisis, free will and choice is
emblematic of a Eurocentric world view. It is Hamlet, the white European male born out of
Renaissance learning, moved by Christian ideas of salvation, redemption and damnation, acting
autocrat-like as a patriarch and ending up doing more damage to the rotten state of Denmark than
anticipated. It is acutely disappointing that Branagh does not use his Irishness to toy with the
thematic content of any Shakespearean play, including Hamlet, but rather sustains the same
Eurocentric model rooted in western colonial framework. Branaghian Hamlet (like the
Shakespearean original) returned to colonise his enemies, the women he loved but finally
disintegrated into insanity while failing to colonise his own 'heart of darkness'. That Branagh could
not transform into a James Joyce, is, again, a matter of choice on the part of the interpreter. If
Branagh's Hamlet represents the universalistic principles of Shakespearean experience, as a
Globalised concept, it is also, at the same time, very 'British' and 'European' born out of a specific
historicity: Renaissance Humanism. This Hamlet is predominantly Elizabethan and a Dane.
Therefore what is perceived as global can also be an articulation of the local and regional.
Deconstructing Hamlet - Towards a Metaphysics of Metatheatre: Rajat Kapoor's 'Hamlet-The
Clown Prince':
Some forms of adaptation focus on extracting a peripheral character from a canonical text and
putting it under spotlight.
Tom Stoppard's 1967 play 'Rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are Dead' is one such instance of
theatrical spectacle where two minor characters create an absurdist narrative deviating from the
source text to re-define dramaturgy. Politically motivated renderings of Hamlet, aimed at filling in
the gaps and fissures of the original, are not rare. It is a steady postmodernist concern to fracture
the monolithic textual fabric of Hamlet in order to create alternate ideological spaces. The reader or
spectator can play an active role in this act of 'reading of appropriative texts', which as Julie Sanders
believes, „is frequently involved in a process of reading between the lines, offering analogues or
supplements to what is available in a source text, and drawing attention to its gaps and absences‟
(Sanders, 75). She deploys horticultural terms like 'Grafting' (Gerard Genette already employs this
term in 'Palimpsests') to explain how a „creative move is sometimes achieved by extrapolating a
particular story line or character's trajectory from the original and relocating that to a new context,
historical, geographical and/or cultural‟ (Sanders, 69). This is almost exactly what is illustrated
through the Award winning Cinematograph production of Rajat Kapoor; 'Hamlet-The Clown
Prince' which experiments with the stage, focuses on the idea of the 'play's the thing', breaks the
fourth wall and engages with the audience to 'catch their conscience' in an almost Brechtian fashion.
The action or inaction (Beckett like) begins with a group of clowns deliberating on staging the
Shakespearean classic Hamlet with a comic intent to misinterpret, delete, edit or revise scenes to
present their own improvised version in stylized gibberish, often in European languages (including
6
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English) instead of Colloquial English. The cast comprised of exceptional talents like Atul Kumar
playing the lead, Neil Bhoopalam, Namit Das, Puja Sarup, and Rachel D'Souza has an approx. 90100 minutes running time during which the idea of metatheatricality is foregrounded in a
disturbingly persistent manner. As a spectator you cannot avoid your eyes from darting across the
stage: observing every move of the actors, the visual gigs, as actors not involved in any particular
scene are nevertheless present on stage drawing attention through funny interactions with others
off stage. Kenneth Kwok makes the following observation, „There's everything from Keatonseque
clowning to audience interaction; from straight forward slapstick to deadpan humour - for example
when asked how one prepares for the part of Ophelia, an actor replies, “I'd take swimming
lessons”...At one point a character says, “We are all going to die”, then he points at a random
member of the audience: “Even him”. But, more significantly, against The Clown Prince's backdrop
of mischievous tomfoolery, aspects of Hamlet can be presented straight so that they stand out in
stark relief. The death of Ophelia is one scene that resonates powerfully as a result of this sudden
isolation. Another is when the play closes around the actor playing Hamlet as he breaks the fourth
wall and directly asks us, the audience, to actually stop and think what it would be like if we were
to lose a loved one. Profound moments also come when comedy and tragedy are allowed to collide
noisily: an actor questions why the company is staging Hamlet in the first place, bombastically
proclaiming, “We are from India. There's enough tragedy in Asia”‟ (The Flying).The reviewer
further points out how „Atul Kumar as the actor playing Hamlet with his surface expression,
always seems to have something hidden, something still unsaid that inscrutability gives his Hamlet
a gravitas that is immensely compelling‟(The Flying).
Shonali Muthalaly, a theatre critic, comments on the play's effort at creating a melange of 'tragic
drama and slapstick humour' as rare in 'theatre space'. According to the reviewer, the play is
spontaneous 'simply because it‟s been known to evolve right up onstage, in front of audiences' (The
Hindu). The critic continues, „After all, not only are a bunch of clowns trying hard to interpret the
drama-tragedy-and-angst-filled original text (sometimes misinterpreting it, sometimes excitedly
dreaming up meanings that never crossed Shakespeare's mind, often hopelessly entangling
everything) but they also choose to tell their story in gibberish, sprinkled with key phrases from the
original play...In spite of all the goofing about, the actors are sincere about finding the essence of
Hamlet‟ (The Hindu). In an interview with The Hindu, the director Rajat Kapoor confesses how
clowning as a leitmotif in his creative thought, emerged with the silent American comedies of early
20th century, the Charlie Chaplin and Buster Keaton films. Critic Urvashi Vashist labels the play, a
pantomime, truly representing, „The poignant inner lives of these actors - pale-faced clowns
suffering heart ache, huddled and whispering when not called upon to entertain - are unfurled in
plain view, played out and upon by their fellows and by the audience; they are hidden only by the
spectator's deliberate kindness, or inattention‟(International Theatre). The review further
exaggerates the idea that the „seemingly impulsive patterns of movement seems largely a function
of the distinctive, idiosyncratic choreography that specifies, marks and defines identities.
Individuals with masked, painted faces are paradoxically, merely, “words, words, words”, and
through the gaudy reference points of motion, quintessentially themselves in silence‟ (International
Theatre). Reviewing the play, Alfred Hickling points out that this theatrical piece balances itself on
7
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the actor playing Hamlet, „Atul Kumar presents a madman prone to fits of sanity, while his virtuoso
vocal improvisations - approximately 40% in English - borrow from the Vidhushaka, the colloquial
fool of Sanskrit drama, and the Bollywood method of presenting the dialogue in several different
languages at once‟ (The Guardian).
„Hamlet - The Clown Prince‟, is the first in the series of Shakespearean adaptations directed by Rajat
Kapoor who in an interview with Damini Kulkarni (Scroll.in), acknowledged the difficulty of
translating Shakespeare into contemporary theatre along with recognising his passion for fusing
stand-up comedy with traditional theatre.
The play basically requires the audience to willingly suspend their disbelief (including their
awareness of the source text), to instead employ pure imagination for this joyride of nonsensical
humour. Most importantly, as the tomfoolery onstage engages the attention of the audience by
dismantling the fourth wall, the play becomes an absurdist classic - reminding one of Beckettian
and Pinteresque stage ideologies. The intricacies of Hamletian existential crisis could develop into a
potent theme in absurd theatre, deploying metatheatrics to hint at a more sublime philosophy. It
would be a fair judgment if one deduces that „Hamlet - The Clown Prince‟ is strongly reminiscent of
Brechtian epic theatre. Outlining the idea behind Epic theatre, Robert Gordon states, „Brecht was
interested in self-consciously retelling a story rather than realistically embodying the events of a
narrative. His techniques encouraged the spectator to view the way in which playwright and actors
presented the tale, exposing the mechanisms of theatre, and promoting an attitude of curiosity
rather than emotional and empathic response to the acting typical of the naturalistic and
expressionistic forms dominant in German Theatre at the time‟. Kapoor's play uses some
spectacular ploys of „Verfremdungseffekt‟ (Brecht introduced it through unexpected interruptions
in the flow of the narrative: change in lighting or break in dialogue) by drawing attention of the
audience to the play's constructedness. According to Gordon, „Verfremdungseffekt is a distancing
device or defamiliarisation effect, that makes the everyday appear surprising in order to enable a
spectator to interrogate each dramatic event rather than regard it as part of a 'natural order'....The
cognitive disruption provoked by all of Brecht's techniques serves to alter the spectator's habitual
way of thinking about the way things are‟. The clown-cast of the play with painted visages and
comic one liners are the major disruptions/interruptions onstage in the Brechtian sense, exposing
the spontaneous improvisations that metatheatrical practices engage in. Moreover from a
postcolonial vantage point, the play mystifies generic divisions (between comedy and tragedy) and
through nonsense theatre subverts the canonical status of Shakespearean Hamlet which, as a
ubiquitous presence in the curriculum of colonies, has long colonised the native mind. The very
idea of a troupe of clowns deconstructing a Shakespearean classic, playing with the text but at the
same time, enacting through their comedy an awareness of Death that underpins the original
Shakespearean tragedy, is, in itself an unforgettable theatrical experience of our times. The play is
180 shows old debuting in around 2009 and has travelled extensively around the Globe. In the light
of the above fact, one can presumably argue that a local expression can transcend transnational
bounds to become globalised as a cultural product. The categories 'local' and 'global' are, perhaps,
not adequate parameters to map such distinctive trajectories.
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Hamlet as a Rockstar - Punk/Counter Culture's Claim over Hamlet:
Will Straw, when trying to document the rise of Rock Culture, particularly Heavy Metal in the West
in the 1970s, observes how rock music is 'heavily male dominated' and how „The recurrence of black
leather and “rebel” postures in the iconography surrounding such music‟, was decidedly
masculinistic (During, 459). Straw explores the complexity of rock culture by pointing out how,
„certain types of rock (glitter, punk) accomplished important interventions in sexual politics‟
(During, 461). It demonstrates how certain motifs of rock music finds poignancy in Stockhausen
Media production of 2007: Hamlet in Rock, which appears to be an excessive endeavour in
valorisation of masculinity. The play which is an adaptation of Shakespearean Hamlet reinvented in
a rock musical form has an interesting ensemble cast comprised of American and German actors,
with Monika Muller and Rudolf Volz as creative and concept design heads. Before we move to the
nuances of this reading of Hamlet, let us comprehend the musical in a nutshell. The stage designed
by Peter Gric is minimalistic with a few wooden stairs and an elevated pedestal which serves as
arena for important actions of the play; the coronation of Claudius, the murder of Polonius and for
the staging of the play, 'The Mousetrap'. The musicians with their electronic guitars and equipment
are seated onstage throughout the two hours of dramatic action. Unlike the traditional adaptations
(including Branagh's), the musical does not begin with the visitation of the Ghost of Hamlet's father
but rather with a song and a haunting refrain: 'All that lives must die'. The play employs all original
Shakespearean lyrics, some of which are breathtakingly jazzy. Paul Miller, the actor playing
Hamlet, appears onstage, dressed like a punkstar, all in black, almost a roadside junkie flaunting a
unisex hairstyle, delivering stunning numbers like 'Hey get thee to a nunnery' which can seduce
any rock fandom. However there may be certain complications in this musical dramatization which
I wish to foreground; primarily, the gendered structure of the narrative framed by deployment of
rock music which though may have counter hegemonic undertones and resonate with subversion
of authority (that gives authenticity to the depiction of Hamlet and his melancholic disposition), yet
sadly end up reinforcing gender stereotypes. From the very beginning Rock becomes a mode of
male protest; Hamlet standing up against Claudius, Polonius, Laertes, Gertrude and Ophelia
exhibiting an extreme form of hyper-masculinity, bordering on themes of sexual lapse, betrayal and
adultery as a 'feminine thing'. The song, 'Frailty thy name is woman', performed with rage and
vigour true to that of a rock performer, demonstrates how rock can operate to symbolise male
prowess. This musical combines the masculine power of rock with Shakespearean tragic philosophy
to represent a brutal world of patriarchy where Women are relentlessly persecuted for their sexual
excesses. Like any play of Harold Pinter, the women characters onstage become vessels of male
resentment in the form of violent outpourings of rock music while the women are assigned soft,
flowery numbers. The machismo of Rock becomes a gender referent in acting as a touchstone of
heteronormativity where any traces of emotional weakness or effeminacy of the hero is dissolved
through hard-hitting powerful rock music. Therefore violence in music and theme works in tandem
to celebrate the true form of male liberty. The Hamlet of 'Hamlet in Rock' who begins as a fainthearted, foppish, dandy like character rediscovers himself during the action onstage, through rock
music, to evolve into a homophobic and misogynist maniac.
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Conclusion:
We can say of Shakespeare that never has a man turned so little knowledge to such great account.
T.S. Eliot
This paper attempts to explore how diverse readings and performance of Shakespeare can
dismantle the elusive categories of 'local' and 'global' along with demonstrating how local
interpretations are globalised just as global products are historically born out of local particularities.
The reason why William Shakespeare‟s popularity never wanes is because of the malleability of his
art and the timelessness of his thematic content. In this paper, Kenneth Branagh's 1996 cinematic
adaptation of Hamlet was a reference point, a parameter of Eurocentrism against which two other
adaptations of Hamlet were weighed, Rajat Kapoor's Serio-Comic, 'Hamlet -The Clown Prince' and
Stockhausen Media production of 2007, 'Hamlet in Rock'. These two appropriative interpretations
of Hamlet transform generic divisions to present Hamlet with a new twist; while the musical
'Hamlet in Rock' challenge the divide between high and popular culture, Rajat Kapoor's Hamlet
presents an absurdist version of a soul caught in moral crisis. It is undeniable that any adaptation of
a canonical work helps exaggerate the relevance of the canon and often adds to its perpetuation.
The interest surrounding Shakespearean canon and its subsequent readings could neither be just a
global or local phenomena but rather mystifies the distinctions between the two in a transnational
context wherein an Asian production can reach a Global audience while, what is considered
universal or global can remain sadly, parochial in its Eurocentric concerns. One must acknowledge
that Hamlet, as a thinking subject was born out of a specific historicity and epistemological quest
and its germination is narrowly rooted in a certain period of History. Likewise, any local
enunciation is a result of the confluence between regionalism and globalism. The only question that
this paper may not have answered satisfactorily is whether such a flux of Shakespearean
adaptations can dismantle or perpetuate the canon, for the simple reason that it is, perhaps, an ongoing continuum.
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Abstract
In William Shakespeare‟s Macbeth, the famous Sleep-Walking scene of Lady Macbeth also
includes two observers, the Waiting-Gentlewoman and the Doctor of Physic, who play multiple
roles during this scene, as well as in the development of the Lady‟s character. In their somewhat
choric role, they amplify the Lady‟s utterances, and sway the audience‟s attitude. In applying the
moral yardstick, their brief observation and comments are really significant. Standing inbetween the Lady and the audience, they let the playwright employ his favourite trope of playwithin-the-play. In their crucial roles as interpreters, they also help the critics establish the
gendered logocentrism in analysing events and characters.

Keywords: Audience, Experience, Metatheatre, Performance, Knowledge
Introduction:
The very prospect of one or more (preferably male) characters getting to watch a lady
sleeping has been used multiple times within the Shakespearean dramatic oeuvre. Oberon and
Puck watching over Lady Titania sleeping and waking to fall in love with a random artisan (A
Midsummer Night’s Dream), Othello secretly watching Desdemona before he kills her (Othello),
Octavius Caesar and his whole train having a close look at the body of the seemingly asleep
Cleopatra (Antony and Cleopatra) – all these instances bear some clear elements of voyeuristic
pleasure. In most cases, as it is, the woman subject to the secret „watching‟ either ends up
becoming a victim of adultery (in case of Titania), or death/murder (in case of Desdemona and
Cleopatra). Lady Macbeth, as one finds in the Act V, Sc-i of Macbeth (Macbeth 270-75), is no
exception too. Of course, she is sleep-walking, and not merely sleeping. Still, after being secretly
watched by the Waiting-Gentlewoman and the Doctor of Physic (Act V, Sc-i), she is never seen on
the stage again, and the report of her apparent suicide (Act V, Sc-v) is delivered to Macbeth later
on. The present article seeks to understand why this act of „watching‟ on the part of the Waiting13
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Gentlewoman and the Doctor of Physic is so important in determining the fate of the formidable
character of Lady Macbeth. A Psychoanalytic approach has been applied to contextualize the
dramatic representation of the characters of Lady Macbeth, the Waiting-Gentlewoman and the
Doctor of Physic. Also, a Feminist approach has been used to better assess the transformation in
the behaviour of Lady Macbeth.
Retrospection:
Speaking in terms of events that take place on the stage, not much really happens during
Act V, Sc-i of Macbeth. (Macbeth 270-75)
With a burning taper in her hand, Lady Macbeth passes from one room to another,
muttering strange and apparently incoherent or delirious words (somniloquy) which
actually unravel the bottom of her subconscious mind that she so long kept repressed.
(Dutta 66)
Structurally, however, the scene is of utmost importance, as the words uttered by Lady Macbeth
attain a kaleidoscopic dimension by commenting on various scenes that have already taken place.
It enables the audience to have a recapitulation of things that have been taking place during the
span of the play which, according to the timeline of the play itself, covers around a decade. What
is interesting, though, is the fact that most of these conversations or experiences she is now
referring to must have happened when she was accompanied by none other than her husband. In
some instances, as it appears, even the „real‟ audience seems to have been absent. For example, as
she utters the following words: “The Thane of Fife had a wife. Where is she now?” (Macbeth 273)
or, “Banquo‟s buried; he cannot come out on‟s grave”, (Macbeth 274), there seems to be no direct
allusion to scenes that took place on the stage. Are these pieces taken out of some secret
conversations? Is she merely imagining to have made these conversations? The audience cannot
be very sure, but the feeling that some absolutely private moments (real or imaginary) are making
their way into the public sphere of collective knowledge is unmistakably felt.
Play within the Play:
From the „theatrical‟ considerations, Lady Macbeth‟s „revelations‟ are currently being
recorded by the Doctor of Physic and the Waiting-Gentlewoman who, in some way, are spectators
idealized. Their being in the position to watch the „spectacle‟ in its entirety has given the dramatist
a remarkable scope to employ some innovative dramatic practices, to sway the public opinion
regarding the ultimate evaluation/understanding of the character of Lady Macbeth, and to probe
deep into the dark corners of human mind to add to the psychological depth of the play. This is
part of a metatheatrical enterprise as the playwright seems to make the audience aware of the fact
of its being an artistic performance. The spectacle of the „performing‟ Lady Macbeth and the role
of the two observers who receive from this „show‟ what they want, and interpret things how they
want – the whole process appears to imitate the way things are done within the space of the
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theatre. The moment the audience gets an understanding of his/her power to determine the
course of events in a drama, the trajectory of the play must undergo some rapid changes.
The technique, in some way at least, is similar to the „Play within the Play‟ in both A
Midsummer Night’s Dream (The Tragedy of Pyramus and Thisbe in Act V Sc-i) and Hamlet (The Murder
of Gonzago in Act III, Sc-ii) which showcase a group of characters (or, Actors, to be more precise)
enacting a performance before another set of characters. The latter group, in each case, keeps
making comments on the „performance‟ all the while; thus proving its immense importance in
interpreting the „meaning‟ of the multifaceted performance to the „actual‟ audience. In case of A
Midsummer Night’s Dream, the constant interjections made by the Duke and his company,
combined with the amateurish production of the Artisans, in effect turn the intended tragedy into
a hilarious comedy. In Hamlet too, it is Prince Hamlet who makes sure that the attempts of the
Players have a definitive impact on Claudius, the supposed murderer. In this case, however, the
Prince of Denmark gets involved in the process to ensure that the „theatrical‟ performance merges
with real life (of other characters like Claudius and his mother, and not the „life‟ of the real
audience). Unlike the Duke Theseus, Hamlet makes no trivializing comment on the enactment;
after all, he has this agenda of preparing his tailor-made mouse-trap and catch his uncle off the
guard. While Theseus‟s interjections spoil the mimetic effect, it is the smooth movement of the
Prince of Denmark on different levels of understanding that makes the play-within-the-play so
life-like.
If we can consider Lady Macbeth‟s incoherent mutterings as a „performance‟ of its own
kind, the Doctor of Physic and the Waiting-Gentlewoman perfectly fit into this category of
intermediary „observers‟ who perform the task of translating, or rather amplifying the speeches of
the Lady. The mutterings of Lady Macbeth must possess sufficient pauses, to enable the two
observers to register their brief yet pertinent commentaries. Unlike what the Duke Theseus does,
the Doctor of Physic and the Waiting-Gentlewoman wait for their cues, and insert their
commentaries only when they have the scope to do so. Also, unlike what we have seen in A
Midsummer Night’s Dream and Hamlet, however, the „performance‟ here is not consciously done;
nor is it an imitation of an actual act. It is the chaotic expressions of the subconscious, brought into
the world of the conscious through the participation and explanation of the two observers. There
is no attempt on the part of the two observers to make things appear „life-like‟. On both visual and
verbal levels, the spectacle-within-the-spectacle seems to convey to the audience all it intends to.
The Chorus:
The Doctor of Physic and the Waiting-Gentlewoman in Act V, Scene-i of Macbeth represent
the observers whose approval or rejection is absolutely necessary in determining the course of
one‟s career. In that respect, they carry the essence of the classical chorus which usually comprises
a group of inconsequential, average human beings. They are average, indeed. But they are not a
„group‟ in the sense that they are easily distinguishable from each other. Moreover, at least in the
dramatic scheme, they are far from being inconsequential. In a way, these two „minor‟ characters
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represent the lucid world of the Conscious which experiences the horrifying, chaotic world of
dream and reverie. They represent the moral standpoint against which the secret deeds of
individuals are to be judged. Although it is difficult to consider them as agents of retribution, they
easily bring to the mind the classical Eumenides along with their role as silent observers.
Throughout the course of the drama, rumours seem to have a crucial role to play. It is not unfair to
assume that these two spectators, when they leave the bedchamber, will divulge what they have
just experienced. This might prove to be quite important in shaping popular opinion against the
royal couple. These two minor characters, then, might just appear to be essential in bringing about
the downfall of the titular character and his formidable lady. It is nothing more than a conjecture;
still it is worth noting.
Unlike the Chorus in Oedipus the King, the Waiting-Gentlewoman and the Doctor of Physic
do not stay the entire span of the play; they leave as soon as this brief scene comes to an end.
Indeed Shakespeare‟s play Macbeth is unique for its use of asides and soliloquies in profusion,
only indicating how characters are more than intent to keep their secret thoughts to themselves.
Also, the so-called Unities of Time and Place have not been observed by the playwright. It is
therefore only natural that there won‟t be any fixed choric entity to watch the entire course of the
play from a neutral, detached standpoint. Also, unlike Sophocles‟ Theban commoners, the two
minor characters in Macbeth are not allowed to speak with their royal mistress. Ironically, they are
the extended audience in the sense that they cannot engage in any conversation with the
„Characters‟. In both Oedipus the King and Macbeth, these choric characters have the fortune to peep
into the royal affairs. The voyeuristic element, as already pointed out, cannot be dismissed in both
cases. Yet, in the Shakespearean text it is not more than a sudden glimpse these two characters end
up having, when they catch the royal lady off her guard. Unlike the royal spectators in both A
Midsummer Night’s Dream and Hamlet, these two characters represent the lower spaces of the social
hierarchy. They are only permitted to see and hear things, and interpret everything if they can;
they cannot however break the „wall‟ to communicate with the concerned character „performing‟
within the performance. Once again, their incapacity to break through the „wall‟ will remind the
„real‟ audience of their incapacity to act, although they are permitted to interpret things in their
own way.
Knowing and Not Knowing:
At a certain level, the drama works on the oedipal dichotomy of „knowing‟ and „not
knowing‟. Lady Macbeth has been an Eve-like figure in the sense that she acts as a scapegoat to
extenuate the sin of her male counterpart of having known what was forbidden. Of course, the
Witches are women too, but they have been projected as anomalies of nature. Their capacity to
look into the „seeds of time‟ is what makes them powerful (for them at least, Foucault‟s powerknowledge equation seems well applicable). On the other hand Lady Macbeth, as the course of the
play reveals, is ultimately revealed to be a „feminine‟ character after all, filled with the milk of
human kindness. The burden of the forbidden knowledge, combined with her utter rejection of
her femininity, seems to wreak havoc on her mental stability. The words of the Doctor then carry
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an added meaning: “You have known what you should not.” (Macbeth 273) In the ElizabethanJacobean context, this seems to reflect the Renaissance dictum (found in the Faustian dilemma too)
that man‟s lust for knowledge/power must have a certain limit. Now, it is Lady Macbeth‟s
knowledge of her involvement, both direct and indirect, in the black deeds of her husband that
destabilizes her. But it is interesting to see that the same knowledge does not lead to any
disastrous consequence when it is shared by the two „common‟ observers. It is the „knowing‟ of
the community that determines the fate of the protagonists. The hatred of the collective, of the
mass, has always exerted its power to topple even the most powerful rulers. In the Shakespearean
scheme of the working of the Providence, it is Lady Macbeth (brilliantly described by Freud as the
„Other‟, or the darker Macbeth) who must fall before her male counterpart does. (Freud 309-333)
Also, her innermost thoughts have been laid bare before the world. The „exposed‟ lady, just like
Titania, Desdemona and Cleopatra, must pay for been seen by all.
The Female Discourse:
It is interesting to see how the Waiting-Gentlewoman already „knows‟ the nature of Lady
Macbeth‟s sleep-walking. She has been present there all along, while the audience (in this case at
least represented by the Doctor) were not. Paradoxical though it may sound, this is her familiarity
with the „pattern‟ embedded in „chaos.‟ Is this because both are female? This allows one to bring in
the dichotomy of the „Symbolic‟ discourse and the „Semiotic‟ one, as propagated by Julia Kristeva
in her Desire in Language. From that perspective, the presence of the „male‟ Doctor implies the
imposition of the rational (or father‟s) discourse over the irrational (or mother‟s). The chaotic
prose/verse of Lady Macbeth is a challenge to the firm linguistic pattern of the society. The
„spontaneous overflow‟ of female subconscious might threaten the fixed hierarchies and politics of
the accepted language which is always „male‟. Hence the desperate attempt on the part of the
Doctor of Physic to establish his confident prose/blank verse over the „fluid‟, incoherent language
of the „infected‟ mind. They constantly interpret her apparently incoherent uttering, thereby
finding „truth‟ in what might otherwise be regarded as pure drivel. Also, the incapacity of the
Doctor to cure his patient might be a reference to the inability of the male discourse to understand
women in general.
It is following the Renaissance dichotomy regarding dreams that Lady Macbeth‟s words are
to be regarded as both „truthful‟ and „dangerous‟. A woman‟s unfiltered words, a somewhat
Shakespearean version of ecriture feminine, must be censured at any cost. Hers is a story that runs
parallel to her royal husband. But in the male-centric Shakespearean drama she is destined to find
herself as a She-Devil. She has been absent since the Act III, Sc-iv, famously known as the
Coronation Scene. Her transformation has then largely taken place off our sight, and the spectacle
of the more vulnerable and feminine side of her self might appear to be shocking to the audience.
Left alone by her husband, the Lady crumbles under the weight of her/their combined sense of
guilt. Her „confessions‟ are at hand, and someone has to be there at the receiver‟s end. The
Waiting-Gentlewoman is already familiar with the tormented soul, but she does not want to be
regarded as the only evidence, “having no witness to confirm [her] speech.” (Macbeth 271) The
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Doctor of Physic, with his insufficient healing power, therefore becomes a somewhat ecclesiastical
figure whose experiencing the penance-in-sleep-walking prepares the ground for Lady Macbeth‟s
death. A nod to the Christian scheme of crime-penance-death, the fate of Lady Macbeth is
therefore necessary for establishing the play as conforming to the moral-ethical-religious structure
of the Elizabethan-Jacobean era. Whereas Macbeth‟s death on the battleground has a heroic
quality adhered to it, it is the deglamorized, off-stage death (probably a suicide) of Lady Macbeth
which better fits into the Shakespearean scheme of Providence.
Interpreters and Amplifiers:
The prospect of interpretation becomes really crucial in determining the role of these two
„minor‟ characters. Unlike Bottom (in A Midsummer Night’s Dream), they engage the audience in
the process of exegesis; or in other words, the „translation‟ of the „Semiotic‟ into the „Symbolic‟. For
obvious dramatic reasons these two characters are necessary for „amplifying‟ and carrying out
Lady Macbeth‟s utterances to the audience. Indeed, for purely practical reasons, Lady Macbeth is
not supposed to raise her voice to reach out to all the audience present in the theatre. This is not a
soliloquy, and the mangled and incoherent utterances of this Lady must be channelized through
some intermediary agency/-ies. It is therefore the purely technical requirement of the drama
which necessitates the invention of these two minor characters. This act of „amplification‟ is not
beyond its due share of criticism though – the Waiting-Gentlewoman and the Doctor of Physic are
not just simply carrying out the task of transmitting the received words to the audience verbatim,
they are also adding their own sense of morality and judgement. Here is a small instance of
Anagnorisis or revelation in which much of the endless rumours already in the air of Scotland do
find a solid base. These two minor entities are no jury-judge-executioner, and yet their reactions
will determine the overall acceptance or rejection of the larger community.
The Waiting-Gentlewoman and the Doctor of Physic, as already pointed out, have this
remarkable capacity to communicate with these two worlds – the illusory world of enactment, and
the „real‟ world of the „real‟ audience. Their lack of intention to interrupt the chaotic speech of
Lady Macbeth quite naturally aligns them with the audience. They also determine the response of
the audience. In this respect, they are standing on the borderline between the world of metaphors
(although they are no more a part of it) and the world of interpretation. A brilliant study in
metatheatre, they stretch the boundaries of the make-believe world and, surreptitiously, include
the audience into the moral scheme of the play. They are and are not the audience at the same time.
They „watch‟, just as the „real‟ audience do, but their watching brings about substantial changes in
the course of the play. Now if the audience feel associated with these „observers‟, they too find
themselves as something more than just passive spectators. And this association, on the other
hand, completes the process of „alienation‟ of the audience from the murderers which was
necessary to set the tone befitting the Act V. The Waiting-Gentlewoman with her „knowledge‟ and
the Doctor of Physic with his „ignorance‟ complement each other; and after this scene they are on
the same plain.
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The fact that the Doctor and the Gentlewoman are of different sexes cannot be a mere
coincidence. In a way, their anticipation to watch the „spectacle‟ of Lady Macbeth‟s
somnambulism parallels that of Macbeth and Lady Macbeth as they enter and re-enter the
bedchamber of Duncan in Act I, Sc-v (the doubling, or rather mirroring can also be traced perhaps
coincidentally as one places Act I, Sc-v and Act V, Sc-i alongside each other). Duncan‟s dead body,
at that point of time, represented a breach in nature, a source of chaos. Presently the sleep-walking
appears as another anomaly in nature, as pointed out by the Doctor. (Macbeth 271) In the previous
case, it was Lady Macbeth who seemed quite at ease (though only initially) with the prospect of
murder, while Macbeth was visibly lacking in firmness of mind. Now too, it is the Gentlewoman
who seems quite familiar with the „pattern‟ of the „chaos‟ that gets re-enacted almost in a ritualistic
manner before the stunned „male‟ gaze of the Doctor. This once again reminds one of the age-old
tendencies of relating chaos, abnormalities and crime with womanhood. In a way, therefore, these
two minor characters are doubling Macbeth and Lady Macbeth. Are they now representing the
deep desire of the royal couple to unite, one more time, to reverse the course of time and go back
to their prelapsarian stage? They had their bit of chance to remain passive onlookers and let events
roll in their own accordance. They, instead, decided to topple the established design or order of
the universe by becoming active participants, occupying the central stage. Consequently, their
curse is unnatural too – separation from each other, inability to sleep, and ultimately losing their
mental sanity in their respective ways.
Distancing the Audience:
During the murder of Duncan it was still necessary to retain the bond between the
Macbeth-couple and the audience; hence the locus of crime remains off the stage all the time. This
„almost‟ experiencing the murder creates a sense of ambiguity; a lukewarm relationship between
the audience and the central characters. In the sleep-walking scene, however, the two minor
characters must have direct association with the audience; therefore the act of somnambulism
takes place on the stage. This also contributes to the dissociation of the sane, rational (and
predominantly „male‟) world of the audience from the chaotic (and „female‟) world of Lady
Macbeth and her husband. An Alienation effect (or, the Verfremdungseffekt, to use the German term
coined by Bertolt Brecht) is definitely the intended impact here, and it has been achieved with
dexterity by the playwright. (Willet 91) To put it in plain words, the Alienation effect means
"playing in such a way that the audience was hindered from simply identifying itself with the
characters in the play. Acceptance or rejection of their actions and utterances was meant to take
place on a conscious plane, instead of, as hitherto, in the audience's subconscious". (Wikipedia) Of
course, no audience would like to be associated with the fate of the Lady who now seems all over
the places both physically and psychologically. There can be a certain element of pity for this Lady
who once appeared as the most dominant character around. But the logic of causality (even more
obvious in the Elizabethan-Jacobean era) will make her appear not less than a She-Devil. The only
solution that seems available to this aching mind, unable to sleep and still failing to fully wake up,
seems death. After being alienated from her husband, she now gets alienated from the audience
too. From the purely structural logic too, she must die now. This indicates the beginning of the
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Denouement; a journey restoring the balance of the universe by stripping the vicious of all their
vices. The return to the rational world is further implied as the Gentlewoman too, by the end of
the scene, seems to be on the same side as the Doctor.
Conclusion
It is therefore safe to conclude by saying that the Sleep Walking scene (Act V, Sc-i) of
Macbeth deals with more issues than meet the eyes. Conventional criticism has always focused on
the psyche of the Lady whose unconsciously drawled out words have been considered as a
treasure trove for psychoanalytical studies. The present paper, however, considers the dramatic
role of the two semi-silent, intermediary, „amplifying‟ observers that have never been given their
due importance in critical analyses of any age. This humble endeavour attempts to underscore the
multiple dramatic, psychological and gender-based reasons behind this use of „play-within-theplay‟ kind of trope with the hope of inspiring further researches.
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Abstract
Drawing on Lynsey McCulloch‟s notion of Shakespeare in dance and Shakespeare as dance, this
paper explores the bifocality of Shakespeare and dance in Twelfth Night. In Illyria, a realm of
fantasy, dance is a measure of dismantling, whilst maintaining, a cosmic order. Taking a
psychohistorical approach, I draw on Alan Brissenden‟s 1981 Shakespeare and the Dance, which
delves into the moral implications of dancing in Shakespeare‟s time. Moving from print to
performance and screen, I venture into an analysis of Boris Eifman‟s 1986 ballet-film adaptation
of Twelfth Night. By adding layers of fiction as both a ballet and film, Eifman‟s work enhances
Shakespeare‟s utopian/dystopian realm of Illyria and taps into the aforementioned psychological
undertones. Eifman‟s literal use of dance transforms the play into a psychological sensorial
experience and delves deeper into the implications of dance hinted at in the text. Most interesting,
by adapting words to movement, Eifman uses dance to both conceal and reveal elements of the
story. By engaging in an analysis of Shakespeare‟s Twelfth Night text and subsequent dance
adaptations one may witness the bifocality of Shakespeare and dance, and the complexity it
brings to our understanding of Shakespeare then and now.

Keywords: Dance Adaptation, Twelfth Night, Boris Eifman, Bifocality of Shakespeare and
Dance, Experimental Russian Ballet

Introduction:
Lynsey McCulloch states, “[t]he dance that appears within literature is as absorbing as that which
reimagines it” (McCulloch, 69). In her seminal text “Shakespeare and Dance,” McCulloch theorizes
that a bilateral relationship exists between dance in Shakespeare and Shakespeare as dance. An
analysis of this relationship invites an exploration of the communicative range dance offers both
text and performance. Thus to fully understand, appreciate and experience a Shakespearean dance
adaptation such as Boris Eifman‟s 1986 ballet-movie Twelfth Night, we must first dive into
Shakespeare‟s text and witness first-hand the full comedic, tragic, psychological and metaphorical
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meanings behind dance in Shakespeare. Only then may we address Shakespeare as dance by
analyzing choreography as a mode of communication in Shakespeare‟s play and turning to the
dance in Eifman‟s ballet-movie, which is here seen as a means to further explore and experiment
with topics in Twelfth Night, specifically passion, death, and the faculties of the mind.
The play, for all intents and purposes, is a comedic love story that begins with confusion and ends
in marriage. A shipwreck leaves Viola stranded on the island of Illyria where – as a precaution after
assuming her twin brother, Sebastian, has died at sea – she takes on the guise of a man named
Cesario to work for the Duke Orsino. Viola falls in love with the Duke, who is in love with the
Countess Olivia, who in turn falls in love with Viola‟s male persona, Cesario. The play comes to an
end when Sebastian is revealed to be alive and Viola reveals herself to be a woman, an action which
instigates the couples finally being able to marry: Duke Orsino to Viola and Sebastian to Olivia.
Throughout the play, identities are masked by gender and folly. The characters‟ interactions and
dialogues often take on a choreographic semblance, referencing at times dances popular in
Shakespeare‟s day. The following section will address the communicative uses and metaphorical
meanings of dance in Shakespeare‟s Twelfth Night, specifically through Sir Toby‟s use of dance
metaphors to communicate with Sir Andrew and Feste and how, in doing so, Sir Toby‟s character
(perhaps unknowingly) unravels the ending of the plot.

1.

Dance in Shakespeare’s Twelfth Night

Through the mouthpiece of Olivia‟s uncle, Sir Toby Belch, Shakespeare illustrates the manner in
which dance is used as a vehicle for communication in Twelfth Night. In Act 1, Scene 3, Sir Toby
entreats his companion Sir Andrew Aguecheek to stay and woo his niece. Sir Andrew agrees to
prolong his visit by one month because he “delight[s] in masques and revels” (1.3.95.). By
comparing the pursuit of Olivia to courtly entertainment (and dancing), Shakespeare sets the tone
for the other love pursuits in the play. The following evidence supports this view whilst
demonstrating a continuous metaphor of courting as choreographed dance in Shakespeare‟s text.
Sir Toby begins, in the very next line, to mock Sir Andrew by asking him, “Art thou good at these
kickshawses, knight?” (1.3.97). Kickshawes were, according to Skiles Howard, a dance used to
establish the “measurement of a man” depending on the jump‟s height and amplitude (Howard,
334). This is reinforced when Sir Toby yells, “Ha, higher!” at the end of the scene (1.3.118-119). Sir
Toby proceeds to ask Sir Andrew directly if he can dance a “galliard,” which is a five-step lively
dance in double time (1.3.101). Though out-dated by the time Shakespeare wrote the play, the
galliard was a well respected dance known for exemplifying a man‟s virtue through his “agility,
precision, ... rapidity of footwork, and muscular strength” (Çikigil, 267). Sir Andrew assures his
friend that he can dance and thus, following the metaphor, woo his niece stating, “Faith, I can cut a
caper” – a caper being the leap before the fifth step in a galliard (1.3.102). However, those who knew
of the galliard dance in Shakespeare‟s time would have understood that the reference indicates not
that Sir Andrew can actively pursue Olivia, but that while he is busy “cutting-capers” – or showing
off, as is the meaning in the dance – “the lady [Olivia] must promenade around him in admiration”
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(Çikigil, 267). Thus when Sir Toby metaphorically asks if he can dance, Sir Andrew fails to register
the metaphor and misunderstands the conversation. In doing so, Sir Andrew undermines his
answer and proves himself unfit to woo when failing to respond in the “masques” (1.3.95) he loves
so well.
According to Shakespeare scholar Nekla Çikigil, “[w]hether in concord or discord, characters can
„become‟ the dancing pairs of Renaissance dances,” such as “the famous corantos, [and] galliards”
(Çikigil, 267). It is thus notable that the galliard was Shakespeare‟s dance of choice in this dialogue
because according to Peggy Dixon, the galliard is first and foremost “a dialogue in which two
dancers (characters) dance (talk) to each other,” and not with each other (Çikigil, 267). When Sir
Andrew states, “I think I have the back-trick simply as strong as any man in Illyria” (1.3.104-105),
he is really saying he is good at taking the back step of the galliard – in other words – at disengaging
from his partner. The idea that Sir Andrew will never successfully obtain Olivia in his
dance/pursuit culminates in Sir Toby‟s last long dialogue of the scene where he states:
“Why dost thou not go to church in a galliard and come home in a coranto? My very
walk should be a jig. I would not so much as make water but in a sink-a-pace. What dost
thou mean? Is it a world to hide virtues in? I did think, by the excellent constitution of thy
leg, it was formed under the star of a galliard”(1.3.108-113).
In the first line Sir Toby mocks Sir Andrew‟s ability to woo a woman by asking him why he does
not go to church dancing a duet (the galliard) and come home dancing the coranto, which is a dance
wherein “three gentlemen choose three ladies and try to attract their attention with amorous
gestures. The ladies first turn away and ignore the approaches until finally they all dance merry
together” (Çikigil, 267). In other words, if he is so good at dancing/courting, then let‟s see it!
Nearing the end Sir Toby says that he thought, “by the excellent constitution of thy leg,”
(metaphorically his ability to dance/court) “it was formed under the star of a galliard,” (referencing
his natural disposition). Sir Andrew agrees with his friend that his legs are suitable for dancing,
falling out of the pre-established metaphorical conversation, and proving ultimately that he cannot
keep within the masked dialogue. However the mentioning of the coranto also foreshadows the
play‟s denouement. At the end of the play, three marriages take place: Olivia marries Sebastian,
Viola marries Duke Orsino (strictly speaking, this marriage has yet to take place), and Sir Toby
marries Maria. At the beginning of the plot, each pair is ignored and remains unnoticed by their
inevitable „partner‟ until the very end of the comedy when, true to form, the play wraps up in a
happy ending where everyone is married, or in other words, everyone completes the coranto dance
together.
Sir Toby seems to direct his second question towards the audience rather than to Sir Andrew when
he inquires, “[i]s it a world to hide virtues in?” (1.3.111). The “it” he refers to can either be
understood as an allusion to the dancing/wooing he spoke about previously, or as a reference to
the “masques and revels” Sir Andrew first claimed he delighted in. Either way, one can understand
the “world” as the play, and “virtues” as one‟s true self. Two layers of meaning thus begin to form
in keeping with Sir Toby‟s metaphorical dialogue: first, that the true intention and identity of the
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character is hidden amongst the masqueraded love-encounters of the play, and second, more
broadly speaking, that the truth is hidden in a world of dance. In doing so, one may understand the
individual as a microcosmic reflection of the Shakespearean world of comedy wherein the character
may only take off the mask when the coranto comes to an end, when the comedy is resolved, when
everyone marries and his or her „virtues‟ (or identities) no longer remain hidden. The microcosmic
is here defined as “the single state of man” and “the state of man” as “a little kingdom” (Bundy,
533).
2.

Shakespeare as dance in Eifman’s ballet-movie of Twelfth Night

While the individual is seen as a microcosmic reflection of the Shakespearean world in this
analysis, Russian choreographer Boris Eifman‟s ballet-movie can be understood as a microcosmic
reflection of the impassioned state of mind. Whereas dance was used metaphorically as a mode of
communication between characters in the play, it is used literally in the ballet-movie as a means to
express a psychological state (passion/reason) of a person (the filmed audience). Drawing on
contemporary and Renaissance psychology, we may witness how dance reveals and heightens
nuances of the faculties of the mind in the play and how these themes have been adapted to dance.
Eifman is well known for his numerous novel-inspired ballets. His intention “to express the fiery
passions of ballets‟ characters,” has been acknowledged by many as one of the most distinguishing
features of his work and is particularly evident in his adaptation of Twelfth Night (“The Company”).
Eifman‟s literal use of dance transforms the play into a psychological and sensorial experience that
delves deeper into the implications of dance hinted at in Shakespeare‟s text.
In doing so, Eifman‟s Twelfth Night magnifies a selection of nuances in Shakespeare‟s play. Filmed
as a ballet-movie, Eifman draws on Shakespeare‟s Illyria as a realm of fantasy. The ballet begins
with imagery of a boat at sea. Those familiar with Twelfth Night will associate this image with the
shipwreck that separates Viola and Sebastian at the beginning of the play. Playing with the viewer‟s
assumptions, however, Eifman tricks his audience and instead has the twins disembark from the
ship to enter a cinema together, taking their seats amongst a filmed audience. It is only once Feste,
Countess Olivia‟s court jester, has introduced the ballet and its dancers that Viola and Sebastian
become attracted to the doubly fictional world being played out in front of them. They are drawn,
as if by an extraordinary force, towards the ballet when Duke Orsino attempts to woo Olivia.
Despite Feste‟s delicate attempt to stop them from joining in the choreography, the twins present
themselves on stage, much to the confusion and bemusement of the audience(s).
Eifman explains that he “strive[s] to express not the text, not the plot, but that which exists between
the lines, that which moved and inspired [him] while reading” (Barnett and Skelton, 25). While it is
possible to complete this analysis of dance bifocality by discussing how the dances mentioned and
used in Shakespeare‟s work are then directly adapted/used in Eifman‟s ballet – as for example in
the aforementioned exchange between Sir Toby and Sir Andrew (one of the opening scenes of the
ballet), during which one of the first dance combinations given to Sir Andrew is a series of high
jumps, not unlike the kickshawses previously mentioned. However, this analysis will focus more on
Eifman‟s adaptation of the play as an experimental ballet pushing the boundaries of text
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exploration. Robin Wharton said it best when she stated, “[t]he source text is not reproduced so
much as manipulated [using] ballet‟s kinaesthetic vocabulary. It becomes simply another tool for
making meaning on stage, and the meaning that emerges, although influenced by the source text, is
in no way limited by or grounded within it” (Wharton, 20). Thus though, as scholar Clive Barnes
asserts, “[t]he balletomane also imports his or her own understanding of the play as a cultural
artefact embedded in a critical apparatus designed to tease out the psychological and social
motivations of its characters”(Barnes, 142), it is more appropriate to direct our attention not to what
is recognizable in the ballet adaptation, but to that which is foreign and new to the audience.
In Eifman‟s ballet, the development of the plot takes on a symbolic rather than literal quality. The
choreography is composed of large groups dancing in provocative, comedic and lewd manners
with thrusting, accidental collapsing, layering of dancers, and over-exaggerated movements. While
it is possible to follow the play‟s plot as the ballet-movie unfolds, Eifman uses metatheatrics to tell
two stories at once and expand the themes beyond simply the ballet or the text exclusively. The
division of realities between the ballet stage performance and the filmed audience performance
creates an illusion of phantasmagorical realism. With this term I refer to the combination of a bizarre
or fantastic assemblage of choreography matched with an undeniable concern or affirmation of fact
of reality. The viewer identifies with the acted audience (themselves being an audience), but they
are reminded through the evident layering of fiction that what they are really looking at is a
deceptive world of imagination. The question remains, what purpose has this fantasy–reality
dualism served? In other words, why would Eifman want us to both believably identify with the
main characters, and be clearly and undoubtedly aware of the fantasy at play?
The answer, I believe, lies with a key theme Shakespeare introduces in Twelfth Night: Passion.
Knowing that Eifman is “very fond of psychoanalysis (Freud and Jung)” and that he is interested
“in exploring extremes of emotion through movement” (Reiter), we may understand his ballet as a
cacophony of sounds, expressions and choreographies that evoke and map out a kinaesthetic
interpretation of passion or of the impassioned state of mind. Freudian psychoanalysis centers a
great deal on passion as it is thought to be one of the sources of our unconscious drives (Karlsson,
112-113). However, passion is not a fixed state, it “is always directed towards something”
(Campbell, 1). According to Jan Campbell, “[w]e could call that something an object, but before the
object exists, or after it is destroyed or lost, passion is in search of a form in which it can be dressed
and carried” (Campbell, 1). Eifman‟s ballet exemplifies passion seeking its form. When Viola and
Sebastian get up from their seats to enter the ballet, they are drawn by their passion “to a place
beyond the ego and all reason, to the madness...” (Campbell, 2). The filmed audience adds a layer to
the ballet, that of a fictional film, which holds a place in this analysis in its own right.
Austrian author, dramatist and contemporary of Freud, Arthur Schnitzler “realized that the theatre
audience, like the psychiatrist, draws its conclusions directly and solely from human behaviour”
(Kandel, 82). The impassioned state of mind (representing unconsciousness) can be understood as
expressed through performance of bodily action and received by the passive seated theatre
audience (representing consciousness). The ballet can here be understood as an exploration of a
state of mind, or rather a state of emotion. For passion undoes the very fabric that holds together
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our reality, or what Freud would term the ego. Passion “expos[es] the ultimate separation of the
individual from shared experience” (Viola and Sebastian leaving the audience), but in marking “a
break from social existence, it is also the nature of passions, their immediacy and transparency,
which makes them shareable” (the acted-audience is privy to witness the passion on stage)
(Campbell, 157). For example, when Malvolio – who in this reading embodies the passion that does
not find/attain its form – leaves the ballet and enters the audience he is reaffirming the paradoxical
qualities of passion: that it separates you from the group whilst bringing you together. Simply put,
psychological drives, such as passion, come from the unconscious – it is the forms that differ.
Eifman‟s choreography visually represents and emphasizes the passion paradox through his
numerous group scenes. Almost every second scene is comprised of two elements: a pas de deux or
pas de trois between those who are courting, or those who are being courted (representing passion
following its form), and a chorus who echo the emotions present on stage through their own
choreography (representing passion as a shared experience). Thus, in surpassing the ego, or state of
reality/reason, Eifman‟s dancers express the emergence, pursuit, and infection of passion.
Moreover, Shakespeare often equates passion or lust to contagion – another theme that I believe is
amplified in Eifman‟s adaptation.
3.

Contagion, passion and death through dance

Dance, song, and by extension, love are each often equated to death and the plague in
Shakespeare‟s Twelfth Night. In Act 1, scene 5, falling in love is likened to catching the plague as
seen when Olivia exclaims, “[u]nless the master were the man. How now? Even so quickly may one
catch the plague?”(1.5.263-264). As we have already established, in Shakespeare‟s play, love and
wooing are likened to music and dancing. Thus, in establishing a decisive link between love and
death, Shakespeare demonstrates the macabre undertones of comedic unrequited love,
encapsulated in Feste‟s initial commentary on death being the necessary catalyst that leads
everyone to their happy endings: “Many a good hanging [le petit mort] prevents a bad marriage”
(1.5.17-18).
In Act 2, scene 3, Feste is described as having “contagious breath” when singing a love song,
insinuating that he has an infectious voice (2.3.48). Here again Sir Toby takes the opportunity to
mock Sir Andrew by confusing him when stating, “[t]o hear by the nose, it is dulcet in contagion”
(2.3.50). Toby herein references the plague-time practice of breathing through perfumed
handkerchiefs. Moreover, a death-sex mix is soon after introduced when Sir Toby sings, “But I will
never die,” and Feste responds singing, “Sir Toby, there you lie” (2.3.94-95). Shakespeare scholars
posit that Shakespeare, through Toby, might be parodying a melodramatic death, but he could also
be equating the experience of death to that of sexual pleasure.
Eifman incorporates his own allusions to the death-sex mix into his ballet-film. Death can be found
in various points of Eifman‟s work: A group of nuns surround Olivia, who is dressed all in black
until she is married, and Duke Orsino is escorted offstage after being rejected by Olivia, hoisted up
as if he were being carried in a coffin – to name but a few particular instances. However, instead of
alluding to the plague, I believe Eifman is drawing inspiration from Freud‟s dichotomous drive
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theory where sex and passion partake in both the drive towards life, Eros, and the drive towards
death, Thanatos. Passion or sex is used for pro-creation in the drive towards life, whereas sex is
used primarily for pleasure in the drive towards death (Karlsson, 112-113). There is a sharp
juxtaposition between the almost crass and over-erotic choreographic combinations that make up
the majority of the ballet and the very pristine, white, traditional ending where the couples pair off
and marry.
The back and forth movement of the scenes, choreographies, and emotions amplify not the division
but the eternal struggle between these two drives theorized by Freud. Viola and Sebastian take on
the role of voyeur, looking in on the object of their passions. While not in their „true‟ identities they
cannot use their passion as a drive towards life because the match cannot, much as in Shakespeare‟s
play, be sanctioned in this universe. However, once the identities are re-established, and,
metaphorically speaking, our coranto has come to an end – passion can be used to pursue the drive
for life in the purity of marriage and the engenderment it implies.
Eifman thus kinaesthetically expands on Shakespeare‟s themes of dance, passion, and death in
Twelfth Night. Shakespeare could not have foreseen artists creating adaptations of his work that also
draw from Freudian psychoanalysis – it would take a retroactive, ahistorical analysis to join Freud
and Shakespeare on the same page. However, Shakespeare did allude to the psychology of his day.
For example, Sir Toby inquires, “Shall we rouse the night owl in a catch that will draw three souls
out of one weaver?” (2.3.51-52). The “three souls” is an allusion to the three faculties of the soul –
reason, feeling and passion. According to Murray W. Bundy, there was a “Renaissance distinction
between the faculties of knowledge and those of action” (Bundy, 520). In this sense, reason and
position were thought to be faculties of the mind and knowledge, and appetite and affection were
believed to be faculties of the body and action (Bundy, 520). Through a Renaissance understanding
of psychology, Eifman‟s work can be seen as an exploration of the appetite of affection superseding
the faculties of the mind, Freud‟s „ego‟. However, psychology has changed quite a bit since the
1600s, and therefore a psychohistorical analysis of Twelfth Night does not, in my view, do Eifman‟s
adaptation justice.

Conclusion:
In conclusion, Eifman‟s literal use of dance transforms the play into a psychological sensorial
experience that delves deeper into the implications of dance hinted at in the text. Eifman‟s
adaptation can be experienced as a kinaesthetic interpretation of passion and a deliberate exposure
of the macabre undertones ofcomedic unrequited love in Shakespeare‟s text. In sum, by adapting
words to movement, Eifman uses the bilateral relationship that exists between dance in
Shakespeare and Shakespeare as dance as a means to further explore topics in Twelfth Night,
specifically that of passion, death and the faculties of the mind.
Eifman, through the medium of dance and film, has brought Shakespeare into the 20th and 21st
century. He has kept his work alive not only as cultural artefact, but as a means of communicating,
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expressing, and exploring themes that have been subject to an evolution over time – and yet, have
remained perpetually and globally relevant throughout these past 400 years. Eifman‟s dance
adaptation invites us to explore the bifocality of Shakespeare and dance, its implications and the
complicated richness it brings to our understanding of Shakespeare then and now.
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Abstract
This present paper anticipates several prevalent topos of Shakespearean plays especially in
tragedies and history plays where both the authors endeavor to (re)vivify issues like virility,
madness, retaliation and memory. The play Henry V epitomizes undaunted mental or moral
qualities and upstanding ardor and comes into the view of himself, a machinery of careful
consideration of what will be necessary or may happen in the future. Together the authors zero
in on how the abstractions of these terms facetiously , had sown in the faculty of sensibility,
cognition, action of meditating and in the performance of putting something into operation after
exquisite synthesis of the playwright so that he could so effortlessly orchestrate profligacy of
humans for the characters to become destiny. Macbeth, Hamlet, Titus and so on are no
malevolent rather one of the primordial sins among seven that overmatches the gracious traits
overarchingly and get at conclusive decimation. The paper also homes in on deciphering the
implicit hortative exhortation for all to chase yea and nay, disequilibrium and unreasonableness
on no account so that the human psyches shall hold out subsist unblemished forevermore.

Keywords: Madness, Masculinity, Vengeance, Mnemonic, Drama, Tragedy, History Plays.
INTRODUCTION
Every knowledgeable assembled spectator or listener will succeed to give reaction to a fanciful
spectacle (Chorus draws an illustration of a land on the eve of an exotic adventuresome
exploration) in Act 2 of Henry V to so high a degree: “Now all the youth of England are on fire,/ And
silken dalliance in the wardrobe lies; / Now thrive on armourers , and honour‟s thought/ Reigns solely in the
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breast of every man.”(Henry V, 1-4). The mentioning of „honour‟s thought‟ with reference to the
Chorus in Act V to the Earl of Essex‟s much expected coming-back from Ireland - ought to have
tingled kind of amazingly impudent indorsation of the place the Earl belonged to and the entirety
he halted for. In lieu of the depiction of Chorus better than the original , rather utopian , of the
flaming juvenility of England , we have been provided with ordinary truth of battlers , fighting or
quarrelling in a rough or noisy way, disintegrated commitments, and peevish lewdness and
bloodshedding.
The event subordinate to the main events of the play Henry V appears in a similar way, a
burlesque of the valorous principal events of the drama. J.H. Walter was of the opinion that Henry
consolidates the disposition and execution of a person, typically , a man who is admired or
idealized , for courage, outstanding achievements or noble qualities , typically derived from the
ancient oral tradition of, relating to, or characteristic of an epic or epics with the righteous
attributes of a Dutch humanist and theologian who was the leading Renaissance scholar of
Northern Europe, Erasmus‟ son of a monarch , relating to or professing Christianity or its
teachings. Henry becomes apparent to have banked on accurately describing or predicting what
will happen in the future, royal prospect and to have discerned himself as an apparatus of
forethought. Shakespeare‟s Henry possesses undue, straightforward earnestness that is innate of
the proselyte of relating to or believing in a religion and one who takes a look at himself as a
device of the testament of Paradise.
Henry v and Troilus and Cressida are highly relevant and incidental dramas, having a strong
patriotic feelings or consciousness of laurels, especially a belief in the superiority of one‟s own
country over others. Incompatible to Hamlet in the drama Hamlet whose response to a solicitation
to homage, relating to the line of kings, is a mushy proposition of vengeance, Henry continues to
be gentle or soothing, diligently and calmly causing to remember the moot of the essentiality to
ready up not just for an alien exploration but also for the likelihood of an invasion off Scotland.
Adherence to the dictation of the phenomena of the physical world, opines Canterbury, is the
cotter to convivial conformity, as the individuals of a honeycomb act simultaneously at one place
under the command of the monarch, so nationwide prevalence is determined by each individual
of a community performing for the demand of universal prosperity. Canterbury‟s simple story
,used to illustrate a moral or spiritual lesson is intended as an elucidation of the common or usual
ethics that Exeter justly had narrated in the book and further went on, “Government through high
and low and lower, / Put into parts, doth keep in one consent,/ Congreeing in a full and natural close,/Like
music.”(Henry V) Thus conformity or congruence that is tuneful or melodious becomes crucially
important figure of speech, deals with comparison, in diplomatic logical arguments in this age.
Following mores, masculinity is ever related to bestiality, foray, and subjugation. In The tragedy of
Macbeth, in spite of being a commander-in-chief, Macbeth is distinguished as an extortioner and
pliable spouse and is brought under control by his haughty lady. This play neatly debunks that
similar idiosyncratic features as leery and the proficiency to get at one‟s target by hook or by crook
– the distinctive attributes peculiarly and banally connected to women- be also come under the
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group of virility. The identity of Lady Macbeth with her inclination to the conception of turning
out to be the Lady of the Lord of Scotland by revealing as idée fixe in this drama provides the
readers with cotter to perceiving dame masculinity , having “ acute mind, strong will, and a beautiful
body…full of animation and grace” ( Munro 30-36) , loaded with malice, avidity and disdain and her
longing for the act of making herself masculine by disowning herself of the pistillate virtues in the
lines, “ Come , you spirits/ That tend on mortal thoughts! Unsex me here, / And fill me from the crown to
the toe top full/ Of direst cruelty.” (Howell 38-41) negates the rules of nature and thus brings
conclusive doom. Lady takes a look at herself as a catalyzer of convivial and diplomatic
transformation in addition to that the sole origin of masculine might and thus she impersonates
many masculine attributes, Macbeth was devoid of. Assassinating the Monarch, Macbeth
transgressed the law of conduct pertaining to Chivalry that redressed a man to follow particular
models of demeanor.
The bystanders‟, during the time of queen Elizabeth, needs were concentrated with the portrayal
of vengeance inwardly of the play, Hamlet wherein at that place will be haggard righteousness, the
obligation of vengeance ought to be deliberated as a sacred responsibility over the subsequent
dynast. The drama rambles round the notions of vengeance, retribution and requital. It is play of
retribution within retribution, vengeance within vengeance having lengthy and funebrial
velitation between Hamlet and Claudius and in the sub-plot of Laertes‟ taking revenge of his
father Polonius‟ slaughter. A.C. Bradley rightly opined about the spooky manifestation in Hamlet,
“The ghost in Hamlet strikes the imagination as the representation of the hidden power, the
messenger of the divine justice upon the expatiation of the offences.” Soon after being informed by
the ghosts about his father‟s assassinator, the germs of bloody affray, incontinence, liquefaction
and death, Hamlet said expressing the gusto of ascertainment for taking retaliation, “And so I am
revenged. That would be scanned: a villain kills my father, and for that, I his sole son, this same villain send
to heaven.” (Hamlet, Act III, Scene iii) With each case of murder, the play insinuates objectives of
reprisal like the brutal assassination of Hamlet‟s father by Claudius, then death of Queen Gertrude
having taken the venomed goblet and finally Claudius, Laertes, Hamlet all three died with basilisk
scimitar. Hamlet pledged a drama within the drama Hamlet, „The Murder of Gonzago‟ and about the
play he said, “The play‟s the thing / Wherein I will catch the conscience of the King.” (Hamlet, Act II,
Scene ii). The Norwegian son of the King, Fortinbras intentionally encroached into the periphery of
Denmark with a purpose of taking vengeance of the slaughter of his father. For executing the
ticklish and dodgy piece of work of vengeance or retaliation the prefect got emaciated in his
memory besides that he was getting troubled with the portent of irresolution and dalliance, as
mirrored in his celebrated soliloquy, “To be or not be, that is the question: whether ‟tis nobler in the
mind to suffer the slings and arrows of outrageous fortune or to take arms against a sea of trouble and by
opposing end them.” ( Hamlet, Act III, Scene i).
Shakespeare puts forward the characters of Ophelia and King Lear whose anamneses are
evidently crumbled up by frenzy besides that Shakespeare brings forth the characters of Edgar
and Hamlet who palter rabidity and whose anamneses one daresays, lie unimpaired. Memory
waits upon the sensorial genie and wisdom by hitting off ceaselessly in the direction of usual or
trite intuition the structures that are delivered to the direction of the custody of her. The
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dissimilation between the substantive and pretended inebriations among these characters disclose
not just by what means a Simonidean anamnesis system grounded on conformations within
microcosm and macrocosm has received radix but at the same time how by holding on an
intercessor sequencing position in a demicosm, a foundation for terrestrial or mortal ability to
make out , is constructed.
The Renaissance received as patrimony from ancient ages an intricate order of causes for frenzy
and as Michel Foucault has properly spotted out, by the continued progress of existence that
writings like Praise of Folly (1509) by Erasmus started to be evident , the individualistic
temperament of neurosis appears to attain a foundation. Plato talks in Phaedrus about four
variants of “divine madness”, thinking each as a “blessing” that arrives off distant and is
governed by diverse divinities like Apollo oversees madness accurately describing or predicting
what will happen in the future, Dionysus supervises ceremonial madness and Eros and Aphrodite
take care of erogenous madness. Shakespeare‟s adjoining of madness or insanity in King Lear and
Hamlet to definite performances of language might have conveyance in addition on different
propensities as perfectly seen by Russell Fraser in advance of seventeenth centenary, in The
Language of Adam ( 1977) he observed “ the forging of an exact correspondence” at the outset of
century “ between names and things becomes a matter of impatient concern.” (Fraser, 1977)
Madness detruncates memory‟s coalescence with both the sensorial psyche and individual‟s
desire. In Hamlet Ophelia intends to disclose and therefore fails to rake up structure. In opposition
to Hamlet‟s “ Words, words, words” ( Act II , Scene ii) Ophelia‟s terms have “ some frame” ( Act III ,
Scene ii), descanting “ winks and nods and gestures” cite the manifestation that “ there might be
thought ,/ Though nothing sure.”( Hamlet, Act IV, Scene v). Afterwards in the same scene vouching
Ophelia‟s frantic conduct, the King accentuates, “Poor Ophelia / Divided from herself (stands for
memory) and her fair judgement.”(Hamlet). Listening Ophelia‟s attaching of rosemary with
recollection and pansies with cogitation, Laertes looks at fission and obversion as a perusal in
madness and remarks that “thoughts and remembrance [are] fitted.”(Hamlet, Act IV, Scene v).
Memory in both its common place and synthetic compositions arrives to comprise one of the
egregious affairs of the drama Hamlet- pragmatic and private regularity. In community and in
role, memory arbitrates obliquely through rules of action or else straight way through sagacity
between sounds and themes and preceding and succeeding, supplying each with
comprehensibility. Anamnesis is the central to lead-off parley of Claudius, decisive demand of
Fortinbras to govern, commitment of Ophelia to Polonius and Hamlet‟s league together with the
phantom and thus arranged to have performed a play-within-a-play for mnemonic contrivance.
But unlike Hamlet, memory does not intercedes between speech and conduct in the case of King
Lear. Lear‟s speech turns out to be as “empty” of terrestrial upshots and as sequestrating as
Ophelia‟s. Lear‟s abnegation of governance is an untimely retractation of to the reminiscence of an
innocent respite outside of sceptered obligation. Afterwards the staving of Goneril and Regan,
Lear retains recapitulating psychically to a period when he deliberated it governable. As in
Hamlet , Shakespeare appears to insinuate with the melodies of Lear that spurious memory
thwarts definite verities of frenzy but in coherence with the extrapolating temperament of dialect,
the volume of the practices of retention in the play is share of teaching or offering commandments.
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In its dealing of rabidity and remembrance, King Lear exhibits nothing remarkable variation in the
objectives of drama that the playwright discloses in Hamlet. Guileless are the primodial responses
that the fizzles of desire propagates and Lear figures out that he himself is ,“More sinn‟d against
than sinning.”( King Lear, Act iii, Scene ii) and Gloucester too that , “ As flies to the wanton boys / Are
we to the Gods/ They kill us for their sport.”( King Lear , Act Iv Scene i)
The affair of vengeance is evidently delineated in the drama Titus Andronicus by Shakespeare in
projection of the disposition of Aaron, a rapscallion one, governed by vengeance having no such
supporting causes that make him pursue such, : “ Vengeance is in my heart, death in my hand ,/ Blood
and revenge are hammering in my head.” (Titus Andronicus, Act II, Scene iii) from Tamora‟s side and
had retaliation upon Titus because of Tamora. Aaron‟s alignment with Tamora unfolds another
angle of vengeance in this drama: “To villainy and vengeance consecrate,/ Will we acquaint withal what
we intend,” ( Titus Andronicus, Act II Scene i).
CONCLUSION
The prefect Titus‟ persuasion of vengeance, provoked and wielded by Lavinia with her drawing
the names of the bunglers on the grit stands just when he found the detruncated heads of his two
sons: “Then which ways shall I find Revenger‟s cave,/ For those two heads do seem to speak to me / And
threat me , I shall never come to blish,/ Till all these mischiefs be returne‟d again,/ even in their throats that
hath committed them.”(Titus Andronicus,Act III , Scene i). Revenge, vengeance or retaliation has
evermore been one of mortal‟s vile or contemptible inducements and will ever continue to be an
ordinary ecumenic measure of propulsion in all respects of time. The dramaturgists pertained to
the age of queen Elizabeth inclusive of William Shakespeare in one avenue or the other,
encountered the vengeance affair to educate all never to ensure their impetuosity because impetus
and performances linked to retribution are neither restrainable nor suppressible , and to get
around retributory punishment that beefs up individual‟s discommodity and hardship.
Vengeance deals and acts as an intermediary deputationist and a token of the transfiguration of
the disposition of the figure. The payoffs of vengeance and bloodshed on individual‟s disposition
are symptoms that kindness, compassion, grace and love can be tainted polluted and vitiated and
metamorphosed by sinister knitting malevolent that causes to perform or execute or direct also to
the malformation of mortal subsistence.
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Abstract
The paper attempts to read S.C.Sengupta's essay Shakespeare the Man closely and critically and
find out what ideological motivations have contributed to the construction of a biographical
criticism of Shakespeare in Bengal. It has ventured to examine the connections that such
Biographical literary criticism has with the Romantic idea of authorship and the aesthetic
autonomy that the Romantics so passionately foregrounded. Alluding to Tagore‟s thesis that the
poet in his day-to-day life is much like an ordinary man, while he lives a larger and more intense
life which is reflected in his poetry S.C. Sengupta has pleaded for the reconstruction of the inner
life of a poet from his works. What this paper has aspired to excavate from Sengupta‟s essay is
an alternative idea of subjectivity that transcends the personality of the poet. Though this notion
seems to foreground the Modernist creed of objectivity and impersonality, the paper has tried to
show that it can be traced back to the aesthetic ideology of Romanticism which emphasized the
inability and ineffectuality of the poet to understand the roots of his creation.

Keywords: Biography, Authorship, Aesthetic Autonomy, Transcendental Subjectivity
Dr. S.C. Sengupta contributed his essay entitled „Shakespeare the Man‟ to the Shakespeare
Commemoration Volume planned by the Department of English of Presidency College, Calcutta,
in order to celebrate the quarter-centenary of Shakespeare‟s birth and published under the
auspices of the Government of West Bengal. At the outset Professor Sengupta has alluded to
Tagore‟s famous essay „The Poet‟s Biography‟. In this essay Tagore has advanced a theory that
while in his day-to-day life a poet is very much like ordinary man, he enjoys a larger and intenser
life in the world of his imagination and his poetic productions bear testimony to this. Any attempt
to discover any subterranean connection between the external life of action and inner life of poetic
vision, Tagore contends, is doomed to failure.
According to Tagore man simultaneously inhabits two worlds. One of these is the actual world,
the world of action which is circumscribed by needs and interests. Here in this world man is
subject to the biological laws like all other creatures. This biological self in man is not false, only a
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lower kind of truth, a partial truth and in man‟s incessant and indefatigable effort to transcend this
limited self lies the essence of humanity. But man, Tagore believed, is the resident of another
world, a world which is above and beyond mere biological needs and it is in this world that man
enjoys infinite freedom by realizing his potential for transcendental greatness he is born with. This
world is truer than the actual world and that is why the life of a poet should be sought in the
world of his creations, the world that has set his spirit free from the self immured in biological
needs and desires.
In the essay Tagore asserts that the fact that there is no biography of any poet in India makes him
forever curious but not sad. He writes:
No one would consider the legend current about Valmiki to be history. But according to us, that
legend is the true account of the poet…People gathered these stories not from the lives of the lives
of the poets but from their poetry. The facts one could have pieced together from their lives would
have had no deep and lasting connection with their verse. Valmiki‟s everyday conversations and
activities could never be set alongside the Ramayana, because they were momentary, transient.
Perennial and undivided nature, operating within him, brought the Ramayana into being; it was
the expression of an ineffable and immeasurable power, not the stirrings of the moment like his
other activities. (Das et al. 200).
Tagore in his essay Tathya o Satya argues that the truth of literature does not depend upon its
power to reflect reality but its power to distinguish truth from facts. While facts can be proved and
verified, measured and catalogued, truth is the principle that upholds the facts and links them.
Facts are fragmentary and isolated; their greater unity is revealed in truth.
In the above-mentioned essay Tagore states:
When within the fact of the individual „I‟, I express the truth „I am human‟. I am lit by the radiance
of eternity emanating from the light of the great One. Expression, properly speaking, is the
expression of the truth within the fact. As expression is the basic function of literature and the arts,
their chief task is to afford our minds the savour of truth in the vessel of fact. This savour is the
savour of the One, of the unbounded. (Das et al. 15).
According to Sisir Kumar Das what is here referred to as the „savour of truth‟ is identical with the
„savour‟ of the One and of the asimor unbounded- a poetic way of describing Brahma, the supreme
consciousness. What Sisir Kumar Das has written in this connection may be quoted at length:
Scholars have written at length on the nature of rasa as conceived by the Indian alamkarikas , to
explain how the experience of beauty in art makes one progressively conscious of the illusoriness
of the empirical world and how aesthetic experience leads to the attainment of a higher form of
experience. Art is an instrument to attain ananda, joy, which is identical with brahmasvada, the
„savour‟ or perception of supreme reality. Rabindranath uses the same terms to express his ideal of
the ultimate „savour‟ of art; but he does not accept the Vedantic position on the theory of rasa, nor
does he negate the empirical world as illusion. As in philosophy so in art, he uses the metaphor of
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sima (boundary) and asim (the boundless) to indicate how the two complement each other. The joy
of attaining the infinite within the finite is one of the recurring themes of Rabindranath‟s creative
writings and philosophical thought. The central theme of his philosophy as Abu Sayeed Ayyub
puts it, „emerges as the notion that art is a bridge across the chasm which normally separates the
individual from the world around‟ (Das et al. 15).
Such aesthetic conceptions of Tagore may be interpreted as inspired by his submission to the
Upanishadic conception of the two selves in man, Jiva and Purusha. Jiva signifies the individual
ego, the plethora of Samskaras that we define as our personality. Personality is a continuous
process, the flow of consciousness, never the same at any two moments. If Jiva is the personality,
Purusha is our real self, another name for the Atman. These two selves, Jiva and Purusha, are
described by The Upanishadsas shadow and reality. Such philosophical speculations have
prompted Tagore to discard the superficial personality of the poet as momentary and everchanging, flux-ridden in a perilously unstable and uncertain time-bound actual world and to
glorify the inner self in the poet as perennial and transcendental, beyond and above the changes
and fluctuations of the ordinary world. What we have here is a binary opposition between an
enworlded subjectivity and a transcendental self and it is the latter that is claimed to be reflected
or expressed through the poetic creations.
We may venture to understand the implications of these ideas about the personality and the
subjectivity of the poet and their manifestation in poetrywith reference to the Romantic conception
of authorship. „Romantic Poets are driven to a quest for self-creation and self-comprehension that
is unprecedented in literary history‟, comments Marlon Ross (Ross, 22). As Andrew Bennet
argues, „if a defining element in the Romantic invention of the modern sense of authorship is the
self-creative genius, a defining element in the notion of genius is a certain evacuation of selfhood,
the genius‟s own ignorance or inability or ineffectuality- what John Keats memorably names
“negative capability”.‟ (Bennet, 64). Writing in around 1775, the French encyclopaedist Denis
Diderot wittily summed up this sense of the poet‟s ignorance of his own work when he declared
that poetry supposes an exaltation of the brain that issues from divine inspiration. The poet,
Diderot argues, has profound ideas without knowing their cause or their effects. Along with
classical notions of inspiration enunciated in such texts as Plato‟s Ion and Longinus‟s On the
Sublime, such ideas had immense influence on the work of Percy Bysshe Shelley. In his A Defence of
Poetry (1821), Shelley affirms that ignorance both is and fundamentally is not intrinsic to poetry, to
the work of the poet. Retorting to Thomas Love Peacock‟s declaration in „The Four Ages of Poetry
(1820) that modern poets are „wallowing in the rubbish of departed ignorance‟ (Peacock, 208),
Shelley declares both that poetry is the „centre and circumference of knowledge‟ and that it is „not
subject to the control of the active powers of the mind‟ and has no necessary connection with
consciousness or will‟ (Shelley, pp.503-506). Poets, Shelley says, are themselves „the most sincerely
astonished‟ at their own work, „hierophants‟ as they are of an „unapprehended inspiration‟, there
words expressing „what they understand not‟ (Shelley, 508)
„While on one hand Romantic poetry and poetics celebrate the individuality of the author or
genius, one the other they also assert the essence of genius to be an ability to transcend the self, to
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go beyond the limitations of any fallible individual. The poet, Keats declares in a letter of 1818, is
„not itself – it has no self- it is everything and nothing- it has no character‟. According to Keats a
poet has no fixed identity. Similarly in a very Keatsian discussion of Shakespeare as a „myriadminded poet, Coleridge argues that one of the „promises of genius‟ is the „choice of subjects very
remote from the author‟s private interests and circumstances of the writer himself‟. This is the
paradox of Romantic authorship. The paradox is that while Romantic poetics focus on authorship,
it also evacuates authorship of subjectivity. It is precisely in this way that the Kantian idea of
disinterestedness is in fact expressed. The autonomy of the artwork relies on the autonomy of the
artist, a paradoxical autonomy in which the author both is and is not himself.‟ (Bennet, 65).
I have examined Tagore‟s essay „The Poet‟s Biography‟ and its connection with the Romantic
ideology of authorship and genius so extensively because the idea of biographical criticism that
we encounter in the essay entitled “Shakespeare the Man” by S.C. Sengupta owes much to the
theory advanced by Tagore and the aesthetic ideology of the Romanticism.
In the first section of his essay S.C. Sengupta has tried to expose the limitations and absurdities of
some of the biographical criticisms of Shakespeare that have aspired to establish a direct
connection between the events of Shakespeare‟s life and his dramatic works. Such critical
adventures have striven to pick up passages and lines from Shakespeare‟s plays and to explain
them with reference to some biographical information. All such critical endeavours are based on
wild guesses, conjectures and speculations about Shakespeare‟s personal life and S.C. Sengupta
has shown to what extent of ridiculous absurdity such fanciful speculations can go. Sengupta
writes:
Shakespeare‟s son and wife have been the source of some wild guesses about his personal life. His
greatest character in whom he has supposedly put most of himself called Hamlet-a name that had
suggestive similarity to that of his son Hamlet, and Hamlet‟s disgust with the world was caused
by the incestuous adultery of his mother who was no longer young. Since Shakespeare had two
brothers Richard and Edmund (besides Gilbert) and one of Shakespeare‟s greatest villains is the
adulterous bastard Edmund, and another villain Richard, Duke of Gloucester, woos a lady named
Anne, are we to assume Shakespeare‟s own wife Anne, several years his senior, was guilty of
incestuous adultery with one of his brothers? That is the suggestion made in James Joyce‟s Ulysses.
But it is fanciful speculation without any basis in fact. The name „Hamlet‟ is derived from a wellknown revenge saga; the necessities of the story require that Gertrude cannot be young; Anne
Warwick, Richard III‟s wife is a historical character; and when christening his son at Stratford-onAvon in 1585, Shakespeare could not have thought of the play he was to write fifteen years later.
(Sen,13).
Sengupta‟s verdict on all these critical enterprises is summed up in the trenchant observation:
…how in the reconstruction of Shakespeare‟s biography a fabric of guesses may be made on
slenderest evidence. (Sen,13).
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Discarding all such critical pursuits Sengupta proceeds to highlight the fact that often
Shakespeare‟s dramatic treatment points in a direction contrary to what may be deduced from
known biographical data. A close critical reader will not miss the connection between Sengupta‟s
argumentation and the Romantic theory of authorship and the idea of a transcendental
subjectivity that Tagore in his essay „the Poet‟s Biography‟ has elaborated on.
S. C. Sengupta‟s critical negotiations with Shakespeare reflects the dilemma, conflict and crises of
a critic who theoretically subscribes to the Romantic conception of literature as an imaginative
creation that defies all attempts at interpreting and defining it in terms of rational discourse, but in
practice has to serve as a pedagogue whose professional obligation is to impart a systematic and
comprehensive knowledge of literary works to the students, a task that requires rationalization of
what is theoretically defined as „undefinable‟ and unique. This dilemma is clearly revealed in the
Preface to Sengupta‟s book Shakespearian Comedy where the critic confesses his fundamental
limitations as a critic, for he has to define, classify and generalize the work of art which is
characterized by its uniqueness. As Sengupta observes:
Although a creative writer is, like other men, a product of his age and although his
efforts are influenced by the social and economic forces of his time, yet a work of art
is, in the ultimate analysis, an individual product, its principal characteristic being
its uniqueness. But criticism, which is a science as well as an art, has to proceed with
the help of definition, classification and generalization. If criticism is not to fail in its
purpose, it must not lose sight of its fundamental limitations. I have therefore tried
to guard against imposing a rigid formula and making Shakespeare‟s drama fit into
it. The definition put forward in the first chapter runs like a thread through the
succeeding portions of the book, but it is a loose and tentative definition which may,
however, be of some use to the reader in understanding and appreciating
Shakespeare‟s achievement in comedy (Sengupta, Shakespearian Comedy vii).
Firstly, it is to be noted that Sengupta subscribes to the Romantic aesthetics by defining the work
of art as „an individual product, its principal characteristic being its uniqueness‟. Friedrich
Schlegel, the German Romantic critic emphasized an attempt to identify with the particular goals
of the particular work. „Criticism‟, he said, „is not to judge works by a general ideal, but is to
search out the individual ideal of every work.‟ (Schlegel, 173). Another German Romantic,
Schelling defines art as a particular mode of perception in opposition to philosophy which deals
with the general. Such insistence on the uniqueness of the work of art indicates three fundamental
tenets of Romantic aesthetics and hermeneutics, namely the notion of aesthetic autonomy, the
originality of the Romantic artist and a defence of non-theoretical understanding as opposed to
discursive reasoning or systematic study of the work of art. All these ideas are interrelated and all
of them originate from the subjectivism that characterizes the Romantic creed.
The philosophical impetus of the Romantic notion of aesthetic autonomy came from what
the late eighteenth century German philosopher Immanuel Kant himself described as his
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„Copernican revolution‟ in epistemology. While Lockean epistemology posited that the source of
knowledge is an individual‟s sense experience and reflection on or of the objective world, Kant‟s
critical idealism postulated that our understanding of the world depends on the structure of the
human mind. Such idealism ensconced the human subject at the centre of the creative universe
and established subjectivity as the cardinal criteria of aesthetic judgment. Kant can be considered
as the philosopher who founded the notion of artistic autonomy by limiting the realm of
conceptual thought. Refusing to conceptualize the notion of the „Beautiful‟, which he mainly
associated with nature, he designated a category of objects which were autonomous with respect
to conceptual logic. Kant points out that an aesthetic judgment („Geschmacksurteil‟) cannot be
deduced from conceptual and logical reasoning and that therefore the „Beautiful‟ pleases the
human mind „without a concept‟ („ohneBegriff‟) (Kant, 162). Kant‟s critical postulation thus
established the differentness of art from the world, the uniqueness of the work of art that S.C.
Sengupta glorified in his above-mentioned critical observation and by implication the uniqueness
of the artist who enjoys a peculiar kind of authority. It is from such theorizing of the independence
of art and artist of the empirical world that the Romantic idea of a poem or of the aesthetic artefact
in general as heterocosm, a new and autonomous world, originates. Shelley in his Defence of Poetry
asseverates, „Poetry makes us inhabitants of a world to which the familiar world is a chaos‟
(Shelley, 505). This idea of the autonomy of the art-world persists through a vast range of modern
literary thinking. A.C. Bradley, for example, in „Poetry for Poetry‟s sake‟ (1901), his inaugural
lecture at Oxford, announced that poetry‟s purpose is „to be not a part, nor yet a copy, of the real
world… but to be a world by itself, independent, complete, autonomous‟ (Bradley,5).
Related to this idea of artistic autonomy is the Romantic notion of originality of the artist.
The Romantic conception of the role of the author emphasizes the idea of the author as
fundamentally apart from, fundamentally separate from society. The Romantic author is
conceived as a subject inspired by forces outside him, forces that inspire him to produce work of
originality and genius and the work of genius is fundamentally new and therefore irreducible to
any readymade formula or inassimilable to any general system, framework or methodology of
interpretation. The most influential pronouncement on originality in literature is found in the
eighteenth-century poet Edward Young‟s Conjectures on Original Composition. Young identifies
originality with genius and genius, Young contends, involves „power of accomplishing great
things without the means generally reputed necessary to that end‟ (Young,13). One encounters
several references to Shakespeare‟s extraordinary genius in S.C.Sengupta‟s Shakespearean Tragedy.
For example, one may cite Sengupta‟s essay on Antony and Cleopatra where the critic pondering on
the question that how Shakespeare manages to make an astonishing drama out of unpromising
material alludes to Coleridge‟s opinion with approbation that Shakespeare‟s „triumph is to be
attributed to his poetic genius, which may here be analysed into two special powers: his “angelic
strength” which puts new life into Plutarch‟s narrative and his “happy valiancy of style”.‟
(Sengupta, 31). Thus, in his insistence on Shakespeare‟s creative genius which transmutes
unpromising materials into a unique artistic creation Sengupta remains loyal to the Romantic
critical tradition.
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S.C Sengupta‟s submission to the Romantic ideology of aesthetic autonomy finds emphatic
expression in the essay under study. In order to substantiate his thesis that Shakespeare the artist
transcended the limitations, prejudices and weaknesses of Shakespeare the man Sengupta shows
how in the dramatic portrayals of his greatest characters the bard has betrayed his sympathy and
respect for the failures and futilities in the material world that cannot dim their lofty spirits. But as
a man Shakespeare was successful and aspiring to material prosperity. Sengupta observes:
The extant records are enough to show that Shakespeare was prosperous man of affairs who made
careful investments in property, was meticulously upright in his dealings, and rigorous in
litigation. But his greatest creations in whom we can see however dimly a reflection of his
personality – Hamlet, Brutus, Othello and King Lear – are portraits of futility. And whenever he
draws the portrait of a successful man, he seems to draw with some mental reservation. He is just
towards Octavius Caesar but not enthusiastic. When Cleopatra says that it is paltry to be Caesar,
she partly echoes our sentiment-and possibly her creator‟s…Why should the genius of a successful
man of affairs find its richest utterance when dealing with the theme of failure and frustration?
The obvious disparity between a carrier of unbroken success undisturbed, so far as we can
confidently affirm, by emotional upsurges and moving portraits of passion and pain in the dramas
has led some critics to think that there is no passage from the life of the man to his works. Sidney
Lee one of the most competent of biographers, lays stress on the objectivity of Shakespeare‟s
creative work. (Sen, 17).
Although Sir Sidney Lee admits to the difficulty of identifying with certainty when Shakespeare is
speaking as Shakespeare, none the less „one may tentatively infer that Shakespeare gave voice
through his created personages to sentiments which were his own. (Lee,151). Lee also asserts that
no „direct or definite connection can be discerned between the progressive stages of his work and
the progressive stages of his life. To seek in his biography for a chain of events which should be
calculated to star in his own soul all or any of the tempestuous passions that animate his greatest
plays is to underestimate and misapprehend the resistless might of his creative genius.‟
Sidney Lee‟s critical view, that S.C Sengupta alludes to and seems to have approved of, may be
interpreted as suggestive of the anxiety of the critic to glorify and celebrate the transcendental
genius of the bard that shines resplendent over and above all the mundane limitations of the dayto-day life. By dissociating the work of the author from his actual life the critic apparently seems
to subscribe to the creed of objectivity or impersonality that is one of the cardinal characteristics of
the Modernist aesthetics. But a closer scrutiny of Lee‟s asseveration reveals his affiliation with the
Romantic aesthetics of subjectivity. In a way, Lee strives to establish the superiority of the poet‟s
genius to his mundane life which conditioned by various historical factors. Thus, what we have
earlier concluded from our critical discussion of Tagore‟s aesthetic ideas of transcendental
subjectivity is emphatically reaffirmed and corroborated by Sidney Lee.
Sidney Lee‟s proposition inspires S.C Sengupta to suggest an alternative way or method to explore
Shakespeare‟s inner life independently of the known facts of his biography. Sengupta contends:
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But even if we admit that Shakespeare‟s art is unrelated to his life, that his genius is objective,
unconscious and instinctive, still the life of imagination has a reality of its own. The truest poetry
may be most feigning and the poet‟s majestic imaginings may be airy nothings not immediately
rooted in personal experience, yet the life of the imagination is not empty dreaming and the
nurslings of the poet‟s brain are truer than the drab facts of actuality. It is this life that we have to
reconstruct from the poet‟s work, and it is this life which Shakespeare lived inwardly that is of
primary value for us. (Sen,18).
By foregrounding the autonomy of the life of imagination S.C Sengupta has evidently subscribed
to the ideology of Romantic aesthetics. He further admits that the critical „attempt to distill the
essence of Shakespeare out of his works is subject to another limitation. Quoting Antony, we may
say that his personality was like a cloud that put on different shapes and then became indistinct as
water in water‟ (Sen,19). What S.C Sengupta here tries to indicate is the problem of extracting a
total personality of Shakespeare from the varied moods that have found expression through his
hectic dramatic activity lasting for two decades. Sengupta assumes that Shakespeare remained the
same man through his varied experiences and it is the solemn duty of a critic to recapture
Shakespeare in his totality. In this connection S.C Sengupta also compares the personality of the
creator with that of his creations. Shakespeare, according to Sengupta „loved to depict his
characters changing.‟ (Sen,19). Sengupta explains:
Othello is not in the Fifth Act what he was in the First and Hamlet, a young university student,
manifestly in his teens grows into a mature man of thirty towards the end of a play, covering,
large as it is, less than four thousand lines. Yet in spite of these changes, we have a total
impression of Othello and Hamlet (Sen, pp.19-20)
Cultural materialist critics like Jonathan Dollimore and Alan Sinfield have discovered an
essentialist humanist agenda behind the emphasis on characters in Shakespeare criticism.
Jonathan Dollimore traces this conception of “Man” back to „an ideology of transhistorical human
nature and an autonomous subjectivity, the second being an instantiation of the first‟ (Dollimore,
xxxii) Dollimore further identifies in such an emphasis on character a „metaphysics of identity‟
that „occludes historical and social process‟ and argues that „A critique of essentialism is about
making history visible both within the subjectivity it informs, and beyond subjectivity, by, as it
were, restoring individuals to history‟ (Dollimore,xxxii). Dollimore has referred to two objections
raised against essentialist humanism, one that it is anachronistic, and another that it projects
human self as autonomous and independent of the socio-historical factors that contribute to its
formation. Dollimore argues that human identity in early modern period was viewed as
constituted as well as constitutive and thinkers like Machiavelli, Montaigne, and Bacon anticipate
a materialist perspective by suggesting that human identity is constituted by social forces. „The
second objection to essentialist humanism‟, Alan Sinfield writes, „is that it imagines the self as
autonomous, self-constituting, and self-sufficient, and as the uniquely valid source of meaning
and truth‟ (Sinfield, 62). It is this essential humanist conception of human self that inspires
Bradley‟s statement that, „The centre of tragedy, therefore, may be said with equal truth to lie in
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action issuing from character, or in character issuing in action‟ (Bradley, 7). Sinfield comments that
such a conception of character „effaces the mechanisms of cultural production and their
implication in power structure (Sinfield, 62).
Whatever may be the ideological implication of character criticism, history of Shakespeare
criticism in the west shows that it was the Romantics who established exploration of character as a
central concern of Shakespeare criticism. For Coleridge, almost unanimously acknowledged as the
most important Romantic critic of Shakespeare, the poet‟s engagement with his characters
provides the ideal model for imaginative reading. Coleridge contends that Shakespeare‟s
characters are a „divine Dream‟ whom we can help to create from ourselves. William Hazlitt,
Coleridge‟s contemporary shares with Coleridge a sense that Shakespeare‟s characters are larger
than life, but insists more strenuously on their individuality. Coleridge claimed that Shakespeare
is a Proteus who produces characters from the creative depths of his own universalized nature.
Hazlitt affirmed that Shakespeare creates characters who stand independent of their author, „as if
they were living persons, not fictions of the mind‟ (Hazzlitt,50). Hazlitt thus uses „character‟ as a
key to understanding Shakespeare‟s plays in their totality and his greatest heir in late Victorian
period, who shares with Hazlitt a vital interest in characters, is A.C. Bradley. Sengupta therefore
carries on the Romantic legacy by orienting his critical discussions on Shakespeare to the close
reading of the characters that the Bard created.
Thus, our critical reading of S.C Sengupta‟s essay entitled „Shakespeare the Man‟ reveals some of
the ideological motivations that determine and condition the biographical criticism of Shakespeare
in Bengal. The Romantic idea of genius, the notion of aesthetic autonomy and the conception of a
total unified personality of the author, all these have substantially contributed to the biographical
criticism of Shakespeare in Bengal.
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Abstract
Sanjay Leela Bhansali gives a regional flavour to Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet by placing it in
Gujarat. He looks at it from a local perspective. There are, however, many subtexts in Bhansali‟s
movie: importance given to festivals, mythologizing the original text, depiction of women and
their oppression at the hands of the patriarchal society. Widows presented in the movie do not
find any counterparts in the Shakespearean play. Then, there are women who have minds of their
own and resist: Dhankor Baa reminds the audience of Lady Capulet while parallels can be drawn
between Leela and Juliet. Some women show „signs of agency‟ at the end of the „adaptation.‟
Local politics and national tensions make their way into Ram-Leela, clearly indicating that the
movie is not merely an „adaptation‟ but also a „masala Bollywood film,‟ with its share of song and
dance sequences, item number, „violent skirmishes‟ between the two clans and the plotting to kill
innocent people under the aegis of enmity. This makes it a unique combination. Ram-Leela gives a
peep into modern India with its share of uncertainties, complications and the entangled weave of
hatreds, jealousies and misunderstandings.
The present paper looks at Ram-Leela as a modern day adaptation of Romeo and Juliet in the Indian
context.

Keywords: Race, Valour, Fate, Social Construct, Inter-Personal Conflicts
Introduction:
At the time when Shakespeare was writing and the plays were being performed at the Globe
theatre, no one could have imagined the wide-ranging appeal of the local writing and
performances. So much so, that the playwright‟s works would become „glocal.‟ Shakespeare was
introduced by the colonials to the colonized during their occupation of India. His plays “actively
entered this colonialist process as part of the Empire‟s cultural and political investment” (Kapadia
1997; Sultana 2014). Those, who wanted to appear educated and rise, read and performed the plays
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with great alacrity. “Indian Empire or no Indian Empire, we cannot do without Shakespeare! Indian
empire will go, at any rate, some day; but this Shakespeare does not go, he lasts forever with us”
(Carlyle 1840). To the extent, same sentiments were echoed by Viswanathan: “We certainly cannot
give up our Shakespeare” (Viswanathan 1986). Herein lies the „versatility‟ of Shakespeare. He has
not remained just British. He has become „our Shakespeare.‟ Jeffrey R. Wilson writes: “Shakespeare
is not universal, but Shakespeare is versatile. That is, Shakespeare is not good and true for all
people in all places in all times, but his drama does have a tendency, much more than other writers
from his age or others, to speak to diverse cultures in different times.” 1 Hence every culture
considers him to be their own. This is acculturation or “cultural translation” (Trivedi 2021).
The Bard has been translated into various languages across the globe; German, Japanese, Tamil,
Marathi, Bengali and Malayalam but “strangely, no translation of his complete works exists in
Hindi. [During colonialism], the English educated elite translated Shakespeare to bring him to the
lesser educated commoners of India” (Trivedi 2021). In the post postcolonial era, Shakespeare‟s
plays have been „translated‟ and „adapted‟ in Parsi, Bengali, Marathi and Hindi theatre and films.
This is because Shakespeare “has … always had an audience” (Hindle 2007) in “different cultures,
in different times, and under different circumstances” (Trivedi 2005). The advent of globalization
has made Shakespeare global, thus, having “universal validity [and] universal value” (Sultana
2014). Huang says: “… the contradiction lying in the assertions made by … critics is that
Shakespeare‟s canon is believed to have gone global because it is universal, but, at the same time, it
is universal because it has gone global: [and the concept of] global Shakespeare itself is seen as
evidence of this universality” (Huang 2016). The reason behind this is that the „magic pages‟ of
Shakespeare have always drawn the readers as they hold romantic, situational, mysterious, familial,
conniving, or sycophantic words of the characters he presents in them.
Ever since Shakespeare was introduced to Indian readers/ audience, his works have been
appropriated in Hindi cinema “… with melodramatic plots…stock characters, music and dancing”
(Paromita Chakravarti cited in Thakur 2014: 22). Julie Sanders makes a fascinating contrast between
„appropriation‟ and „adaptation.‟ She points out: “[while an adaptation] signals a relationship with
an informing source-text or original, an appropriation has a more decisive journey away from the
informing source-text into a totally new cultural product and domain” (Sanders 2006: 26). A filmic
transference of Shakespeare can, thus, be called “an „adaptation,‟ a „transcreation,‟ a „translation,‟ an
„interpretation,‟ a „contemporisation‟ or even „appropriation‟ or a „re-localisation in terms of
language, culture, geography.‟ The plethora of Indian films, be it in Hindi, Bengali, or any other
regional languages prove that they are all of these and some more because they add to the Bard‟s
creations in their own way” (Chatterji 2018).
The British left years ago but the sun has not set on “Shakespeare‟s Empire” (Loomba 2005: 121). He
continues to fascinate the Indian film directors, who have assimilated his works in the cultural, local
milieu to appeal to the masses. Namrata Joshi says: “Shakespeare‟s plays with their dramatic
1

https://wilson.fas.harvard.edu/aphorisms/shakespeare
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strength and superb portrayal of the universal truths of human nature, have always lent themselves
well to adaptation to different times and places” (Mohsin 2015). Works from literature have always
fascinated movie makers. The many „adaptations‟ are testimony to that. Directors have constantly
been engaged with the works of the playwright and “detached from the colonial baggage, [the
Bard] continues to speak in strange and wondrous forms to newer generations” (Trivedi 2021). As a
result, Shakespeare is very much a part of the Indian ethos even today.
Through the years, film makers constantly raided „bookshelves‟ to pick up Shakespeare and read
and assimilate his works. Romeo and Juliet was an epitome of a love story and has/ had always
appealed to one all. Arundhati Roy writes: “The great stories are the ones you have heard and want
to hear again” (Roy 2002: 229) and Romeo and Juliet was one such story. Through the years it has
been „adapted‟ into films by different directors: „Anjuman (1948); Ek Duje ke Liye (1981); Qayamat se
Qayamat Tak (1988); Ishaqzade (2012); Issaq and Goliyon ki Rasleela Ram-Leela (2013).
The latest (yet not-so-latest/recent) „adaptation‟ of Romeo and Juliet by Bhansali is an „Indianized‟
version of the original. The „Indianization‟ is important as the audience has to understand the credo
behind the production and the meaning/s the movie tries to communicate. The Indian filmocultural space is entirely different from that of the West. For the viewer to relate to a particular
subject, in this case Romeo and Juliet, the subject-line has to be in accordance with Indian essence.
The „adaptation‟ has to be quintessentially Indian for the audience not only to connect to it but also
to relax and enjoy it at their leisure.
Goliyon ki Rasleela Ram-Leela is a filmic depiction of unrequited love. It merely confirms that age-old
rivalries cannot be overcome without sacrificing lives. Set in Gujarat, Ram-Leela, as it is popularly
referred to, begins with some five hundred year old enmity between the two clans of Rajadi and
Sanera, à la the Capulet and Montague family, animosity. The initial half engages the audience, as it
moves at a fast pace. The colourful costumes; the song and dance sequences, the „havelis,‟ the
„chandeliers‟ (a continuum from another Bhansali movie Hum Dil de Chuke Sanam) interspersed
with the matriarch, Dhankor Baa‟s aka Lady Capulet‟s (Supriya Pathak Kapur) shouting and
admonitions; the brazen display of erotic gestures by Ram aka Romeo (Ranveer Singh) and Leela aka
Juliet (Deepika Padukone); occasional dialogues in rhyme; the wielding of guns in streets as an
open display of competition between the warring families with the misplaced sense of bravado; and
the clashes between them, keep the audience riveted to the screen. Bhansali tries “to relocate the
story of [Romeo and Juliet] within an entirely human paradigm. [He attempts to present] a complex
interplay of human emotions [which] results in grave crisis” (Chatterji 2018).
Into the second half and Bhansali decides to deviate from the original as the realization dawns that
he cannot relegate the antagonism between the two families to the background. Ram and Leela
marry but Ram is betrayed by his friends before the two can consummate their marriage. With each
taken back forcibly to the respective family, attempts are afoot to marry off Leela to an NRI.
Dhankor Baa cuts off Leela‟s ring finger when she learns of Leela‟s abiding love for Ram, who cuts
off his own to prove his love. Rasila (widow of Kanji aka Tybalt, played by Sharad Kelkar) aka nurse
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(Richa Chaddha) is raped by Ram‟s friends when she is sent to the Rajadi house to give Ram the
final warning to take Leela away. The rape of Rasila is unfortunate, considering that it is not
performed by the members of the Rajadi family. It is used as a dramatic prop to highlight the
rivalry among the two families. Baa has to avenge it because in the Sanera family the men accede to
the matriarch and her strict handling of the criminal gun trade. She sends Bhavani aka Paris
(Gulshan Devaiah) with his men to rape Kesar (Barka Sengupta), Meghji Bhai‟s — Ram‟s elder
brother — (Abhimanyu Singh) aka Mercutio‟s widow. Kesar is able to escape. Ram meets Baa for
peace, who agrees with the idea of killing him. Bhavani shoots Baa; blames the Rajadis; Leela
becomes the head; Ram and Leela agree on the division of routes for gun trade; Bhavani tricks Leela
into signing the death warrants of the Rajadis; Ram and Leela decide to shoot each other to bring
peace; and Baa, after coming to know about Bhavani‟s nefarious designs, shoots him to bring the
two families together.
It is clear that Shakespeare is „adapted‟ and „appropriated‟ to suit a scenario of Northern India
complete with the socially generated twists of hunger for power. The lines between the supremacy
of clans are drawn out clearly with the wielding of guns and their use. Margaret Jane Kidnie writes:
“Cultural, geographical or ideological differences between work and adaptation are rooted in a
perceived temporal gap between work and adaptation enabled by an idea of the work not as
process, but as something readily identifiable instead of as an object” (Margaret 2009). Certain
creative licenses are taken when a text/ play is „adapted‟ into a movie. Not every director can match
the opulence of Bhansali, who brings a veritable visual treat on the screen. This is one of the reasons
why the picture enticed the viewers. Goliyon ki Rasleela Ram-Leela did not remain a mere
„reproduction‟ of Romeo and Juliet. It did try to adhere to the original in the sense of love between
two young people, the intrigues and the subsequent deaths of both. However, as the man at the
helm of the movie, Bhansali took “imaginative leaps in the story-telling…ensuring the viewers
remain[ed] hooked to the visual spectacle as well as … the script” (Najib 2018).
There is a symbiotic and durable relationship between the written and the visual presented on
screen. The reason for this is that cinema cannot exist without literature, which has sustained it for
years. One needs the other to flourish. “The publishing and film industries…have had very close
relationships for decades because of adaptations” (Anish Chandy, Labyrinth Literary Agency
founder quoted in Najib 2018). Both are equally engrossing media, which affect human thinking
and consequent behaviour. The two are inseparable and „adaptations‟ have resulted in many-a
rewarding movies. Present generation has always drawn material from the literature of the
previous generation. The „range of the literature, culture, languages, theologies and philosophies‟ of
the past is abundant. It helps the modern day film maker/ screenplay writer draw creative ideas
from its well. Haroun asks Rashid Khalifa, his story-telling father:

“… where do they [the stories] come from really?”
. . .
“From the great Story Sea … I drink the warm Story Waters and then I feel full of steam.”
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. . .
“Where do you keep the hot water, then?”
. . .
“It comes out of an invisible Tap installed by one of the Water Genies … You have to be a
subscriber.”
. . .
“… now kindly desist from this Iffing and Butting and be happy with the stories you enjoy.”
(Rushdie, 2005).
This is the „magic realism‟ of Rushdie. Every film maker has to dab into this „fertile soil‟ of creativity
to create believable films out of the richness of the Shakespearean plays as „adapting‟ Shakespeare‟s
works for Indian films was/ is not easy. The „realism‟ would die if the creative artist does not have
a „Water Genie,‟ and is not „a subscriber‟ to the „great Story Sea.‟ The transition between the scenes,
portrayal of emotions, stage directions and the role given to each character, have to be captured
with great fervour so that the „adapted‟ work does justice to the original.
“In [plays] a lot of character development and … space is taken up by the internal conversations
and thought processes of the characters. You can‟t show these processes on screen, so you‟ll have to
think around that when writing a film … You also can‟t replicate the specific ways in which
[drama] plays with time and memory, because everything in the script is in the present tense”
(Malayalam author M. Mukundan quoted in Najib 2018). Pithy writing becomes the need of the
hour. Kabir Khan feels that the screenplay is the most important aspect of film-making. The script
decodes the play/ book into a good/ bad film. He says: “First, there‟s the brevity problem, of
compressing 1,000 pages of a book into 120 pages of a script. How do you adapt it for a new
audience and medium without losing the essence of the original? This is a skill-set we just don‟t
have enough of”(Kabir Khan, Director, quoted in Najib 2018). To overcome this, many directors
use/d their, and that of the screenplay writers, creativity to assimilate the local flavours so that the
end result could grip the audience, amuse and captivate them and allow them to leave the theatre
with a pleasant taste of having watched a worthwhile „adaptation‟ of the work of an extremely wellknown dramatist because “the Indian cinema-viewing audience is, by far, the most diverse in the
world, so it is really difficult to make that pan-Indian commercially successful film” (Kabir Khan
quoted in Najib 2018). And, Bhansali was able to reach this end, to a certain extent.
Jonathan Gil Harris says: “It is easy to see Shakespeare as simply one of the legacies of British
colonialism in India. But his popularity in Hindi cinema is not just the culmination of Thomas
Macaulay‟s Minutes on Indian Education (Harris 1835), in which the colonial official infamously
declared that „a single shelf of a good European library [is] worth the whole native literature of
India and Arabia.‟ It also has a lot to do with profound resonances between Shakespeare‟s craft and
Indian cultural forms that converge on one concept: masala” (Harris 2016). This „masala‟ can be
found in abundance in Shakespeare. There is comedy and tragedy; romance and separation;
intrigues and murders; trickery and simplicity; honesty and debauchery; adultery and betrayal;
suspicion and friendship; devotion to the family; and every conceivable human emotion which has
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drawn Indian directors to tell his stories suited to the diversified social milieus in all their different
embodiments. “What however, can easily place Shakespeare in [the] Indian celluloid versions is the
unique „Indianness‟ they are vested with by the markers, the script and the relocation of the
characters, their relationships and events [which] create a distinct pattern of a definite genre in
cinema distanced from other genres” (Chatterji 2018).
In adherence to the masala aspect of Ram-Leela, an item number, performed by Priyanka Chopra
Jonas, is added in the movie.
Ram chahe Leela, Leela chahe Ram
In donon ke love mein duniya ka kya kaam
Inka to phanda hai simple sa yaar
Goli maaro to panga
Aankh maaro to pyaar. (Goliyon ki Rasleela Ram-Leela — lyricists — Siddharth/ Garima)
(Ram loves Leela, Leela loves Ram
In the love of the two, there is no space for the world
Their plan/agency is simple friend
Shoot a bullet and fight
Wink and it is love)
The lyrics hold true for the love Ram and Leela feel for each other as also for the local scene
prevailing in the Sanera- Rajadi clans. Love makes an entry only after Ram sets eyes on Leela and
Leela on Ram and the two die to bring the families together. Prior to that there had only been
goliyaan (bullets) and hatred.
“You tend to read a [play] for the quality of its [dialogues]. Unfortunately, language [especially that
of Shakespeare] … is not the granite spine on which you can think of filming adaptations. That has
to do with the trajectory the narrative is taking, how it sucks you in. It has to have a compelling
storyline and interesting subject matter … [An adaptation can be good in] its fidelity to the … [play
only with entertaining scenes and razor-sharp dialogues]” (Ambarish Satwik, author columnist
quoted in Najib 2018). The „adaptations‟ of Shakespeare cannot remain „Shakespearesque‟ if they
have to succeed in the Indian context. This is the reason behind adding regional character to allow
them to appeal to the viewers.
There are obvious hiccups in Ram-Leela and the pace also suffers at places but despite these
„caveats,‟ the movie is „adapted‟ well to the locales of Gujarat and is a visual treat for its costumes,
chemistry, cinematography and choreography. There is a surfeit of hotness; sensory, visual and
audio delight in Ram-Leela if one is so inclined and as an „adaptation,‟ it does some justice to the
original in the backdrop of a Gujarat village. The „movement‟ and „placement‟ of the camera, the
„framing,‟ „visual tricks‟ (there is a riot of colours in the movie), „sound design‟ and the „music‟ are
the „tools‟ of a director and Bhansali uses them with aplomb. They prove to be a boon for the movie.
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Ultimately, it is the viewers who decide the fate of a movie. The screen writer can dabble with the
original and change it according to the present day scenario but an amalgamation of both literature
and movie is required to come up with a diversified yet „original‟ account. Any limitations, which
exasperate the viewers and force them to grumble that the play read better, have, then, to be looked
into, improved upon and have them say „maybe not, after all.‟
The viewers are free to ask: “What‟s the use of stories that aren‟t even true? (Rushdie 2005). So, the onus
lies on the script writer and the director to become an “Ocean of Notions … the Shah of Blah”
(Rushdie 2005) and bring the fictional characters and situations of the Shakespearean plays to life
for a far reaching appeal to the common masses. The principles to be followed are: “find a play …
connect with the material, [find] location, location, location … [edit] macro and micro, [put] the
„moves‟ in the movie,‟ use your source material‟s pedigree, use their experience to your benefit,
don‟t call it „opening up‟ [and] don‟t apologize for your source material” (Mirvish 2013) to make the
„transition‟ so smooth that the audience do not realize that they are watching an „adaptation.‟
Conclusion:
Nothing can be more irksome than a “too-faithful adaptation [or] the one that strays too far from
[the] source” (Mirvish 2013). The original will always have a fan following and the likelihood of
estranging them will lurk around the corners at all times. So, the audience should not be kept in
suspense. The „adaptation‟ has a purpose behind it. The screenplay writer and the director have to
use their rationalities to „adapt‟ the play as it most suits the target audience and considering that it
is a Shakespearean play, which was a bona fide text and had immense cogency, the viewers are
looking for something different, something new and something of an „original adaptation.‟ After all,
the ball is in the court of the audience once the movie is released and they do not want to watch a
sloppy „adaptation‟ for which they would rather not have paid and Sanjay Leela Bhansali, to his
credit, is able to present a „cinematographic adaptation‟ which keeps the audience glued to the
screen till the last scene for the emotional investment they have made in the movie.
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Abstract
Often, transvestism or cross-dressing, (that is, wearing normative, gender-designated attire of the
opposite sex) is both a leitmotif and a theatrical device in William Shakespeare‟s plays. It not
only serves as an integral element of a narrative/plot but it is also a dramatic device that is
applied in order to preclude the woman as an actor (vis-a-vis her accepted participation) in the
plays. Naturally therefore, transvestism or using socially-determined attires open up newer
discourses on cultural and gender stereotypes in Shakespeare‟s performative art, when crossdressing was a somewhat compulsive alternative abiding the social mores of that time, which did
not quite expect women‟s active participation on-stage. In this paper we shall read how this
gender imbalance on Shakespearean stage made the dramatis personae and the crew more
significant, on the basis of their attires, cross-dressing and gender-appropriation on stage. We
shall specifically read how the master playwright used cross-dressing also as a theme in his
various plays which in a way problematized gender appropriation further.

Keywords: Transvestism, Cross-dressing, Gender, Gender Appropriation, Alternative
Sexuality

Disguise as a recurrent aspect in Shakespeare’s plays
According to Lee Jamieson in her essay “Disguise in Shakespeare”, disguise is a powerful tool in
Elizabethan England. One can instantly change one‟s position, alter an onlooker‟s perception on
and off the stage. Despite the English Sumptuary Laws, (which could dictate what color and type of
clothing individuals were permitted to wear, that can easily identify rank and privilege) disguise
proved to be extremely convenient even for the audience: women would often be seen using some
ways of „identity covers-up‟ to go to the theatres. Importantly, characters resorting to disguise in a
plot-device common in William Shakespeare‟s time. It was also considered “controversial and
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dangerous” (Jamieson, 2019). Simply put, disguise as assuming a different persona for the sake of
some ulterior interest or motif, on stage, goes back to the Classical dramatic conventions and would
supply as dramatic irony, when the audience might be aware of the reality while the characters are
not. In Shakespeare‟s plays like King Lear, we find we find an excess of disguise, for that matter, to
emphasize the theme of deception – Kent disguises as Caius, Edgar disguises as Poor Tom or even
Goneril and Regan can also be said to hide their actual intentions, for which they do not have to
assume any physical disguise but wins over Lear with their glib flattery. Jamieson even mentions
masque balls also (as in Romeo and Juliet, A Midsummer’s Night’s Dream and Henry VIII) to
substantiate this discourse as it would allow “people to behave differently to how they may do in
everyday life. They could get away with more merriment and no one would be sure of their true
identity” (Jamieson, 2019). In a way „disguise‟ is seen as a common dramatic leitmotif that can
infuse humour or even act as a crucial reagent to the plot. However, at this point, we veer our
attention to the most problematic kind of disguise that can be seen in Shakespeare‟s plays –
transvestism or cross-dressing.
Transvestism or Cross-dressing, (that is, wearing normative, gender-designated attire of the
opposite sex) is both a leitmotif and a theatrical device in Shakespeare‟s plays that create a recurrent
discourse within Shakespeare scholarship. It not only serves as an integral element of a
narrative/plot but it is also a dramatic device that is applied in order to include, exclude and
negotiate with the woman as a character as well as an actor (vis-a-vis her accepted participation) in
the plays. Naturally therefore, transvestism or using socially-determined attires open up newer
discourses on cultural and gender stereotypes in Shakespeare‟s performative art, when we know
that cross-dressing was a somewhat compulsive alternative or solution, abiding the social mores of
that time, which did not quite expect women‟s active participation on-stage. According to Lucas
Garcia‟s article “Gender on Shakespeare‟s Stage: A Brief History”, although there were evidences of
women participating in plays as in street performances et al,
All commercial acting companies of the time were made up entirely of men and it was illegal for
women to act on stage professionally until 1661. Despite the profession of acting having a less than
virtuous reputation, as well as a growing orthodox Christian objection to the theatre, these all-male
companies were deemed as socially legitimate because they did not threaten gender hierarchy.
(Garcia, 2018)

Cross-dressing in Elizabethan Society and Shakespeare’s Plays

This gender imbalance on Shakespearean stage obviously made the dramatis personae and the crew
more problematic- their attires, dialogues all would emphasize the ploy of cross-dressing and
gender-appropriation on stage, and not only supply as the dramatic irony but also make an
important statement about gender dynamics of the time, how gender, sex and sexuality were
understood and what was women‟s position. In fact, the master playwright‟s use of cross-dressing
and gender appropriation opened up a very intricate discourse on Gender on Shakespeare‟s stage.
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We see transvestism in Shakespeare‟s plays in two ways:
1. As a part of the narrative, as characters, women dressing up as men or men dressing up
as women and fuelling and driving the rising action and complications forward, in the
plot.
2. As a part of the theatrical (social) convention, men dressing up as women on stage, since
women performing in public theatres was not an accepted and approved practice in the
cultural matrix.
Before going into a detailed discussion on these two aspects of transvestism, let me first give you a
concrete set of information to grapple with. Michael Shapiro in the appendix of his book Gender in
Play on the Shakespearean Stage: Boy Heroines and Female Pages counts 80 cross-dressed characters on
the early-modern English professional stage, but it is impossible to determine the exact number. Of
the 38 surviving plays attributed to Shakespeare, quite a few involves cross-dressed characters;
however, just three of them are always talked about. They are, Portia in The Merchant of Venice
(composed between 1596 and 1598), Rosalind in As You Like It composed in 1599 and Viola in
Twelfth Night composed around 1601-1602.
Earlier than these, we find the heroines in The Two Gentlemen of Verona (composed between 1589
and 1593) disguising themselves as men, and also in Cymbeline (produced around 1611).
Interestingly, in The Taming of the Shrew (written between 1590 and 1592) and in The Merry Wives of
Windsor (written around 1597) male characters are disguised as women. We see Falstaff turning
himself into The Fat Woman of Brentford and in The Taming of the Shrew we find Bartholomeo
appearing as Madam. Additionally, as Phyllis Rackin points out, “three of Shakespeare's earliest
history plays feature female characters who probably appeared in masculine battle-dress (Joan in
Part I of Henry VI, Margaret in Part III, and Eleanor in King John)” (Rackin, 2019).
As literary historians, Renaissance and early modern scholars reflect and confirm, Shakespeare‟s
time witnessed a very expectedly straightjacketed treatment of women, wrapped in androcentric
values and conventions, following the Christian biblical values, although England had split from
the English Church more than a century ago. The cultural practice was obviously misogynist and
we find its direct repercussion on stage. Women could still be spectatorsin the audience, but
certainly could not participate as actors on stage. Young boys and who would be regular actors on
the professional stage would play all women‟s roles.
That justifies the dramaturgical need for cross-dressing. Young boys would dress up
and perform the roles of women as a part of the narrative. Garcia records,

as females

When a woman of this period transgressed gender boundaries and dressed in men‟s clothing in
public, it associated her with the same social stigma that faced female actors, except that she was
subject to arrest and imprisonment. One such woman was named Mary Frith, who was nicknamed
Moll Cutpurse. Mary regularly went out in public dressed in men‟s clothing and was associated with
London‟s criminal underground. She was also the subject of the 17th century play The Roaring Girl.
Such behavior was understood as a threat to gender hierarchies of the time, and any woman
apprehended “cross-dressing” was understood to be in rebellion against her betters, i.e. men. Any
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man caught in similar circumstances was also punished, as dressing in women‟s clothing was
understood as a perversion of masculinity and a sign of moral and sexual degeneration. (Garcia,
2018)

Elizabethan diffidence towards transsexuality cannot be missed in this observation. Another
Shakespearean critic, Farah Karim records in her article “Cross-dressing in Twelfth Night”,
…in the early seventeenth century two pamphlets were published which spoke out furiously
and anxiously against male and female cross-dressing: Haec-Vir and Hic Mulier, both
published anonymously in 1615. The writers of these pamphlets argued that cross-dressing
was „monstrous‟, unnatural and made one look like they didn‟t belong to any one gender.
(Karim, 2016)
However, although cross-dressing in public, was considered punishable at that time in England,
theatre, however was an area where, manipulating gender-appropriation was in vogue, although
by men, only.
This kind of Transvestism for the sake of dramaturgy could also lead to amusing complication as an
obvious upshot, because a boy actor cross-dressed as female would play the role of a woman
throughout the play and then if the woman character in the plot is further cross-dressing up as a
man, then the boy is metaphorically playing the character, but literally dressing up as a man. That
would catapult the boy actor to a very complicated position. As a male in reality, he is playing the
role of a woman throughout and when the woman (within the play‟s plot) is disguising as a man,
the boy is no more dressing up as a woman, but his dialogues would testify that he is a woman in
masculine disguise. InAs You Like It, for instance, a boy actor pretends to be Rosalind throughout,
and when Rosalind decides to disguise then this boy actor, despite his male reality, is still
pretending to be a cross-dressed woman, that is Ganymede. This can also be for Portia, or Viola as
well, when they are cross-dressing within the plot of the play.
Beyond the confusion, it brings us into the theme of transvestism within the plot. The women are
mostly seen to be crossdressing as men and doing things which are otherwise forbidden or
unapproved for the Deuxième Sexe or „the second sex‟, as Simone de Beauvoir had put it in the title
of her book The Second Sex where she ironically observed that women, from their position of
inferiority, could only strive for the four virtues, obedience, chastity, silence and piety. It is to be
noted, that every female character in Shakespeare's plays who cross-dresses at some point, is doing
it for the same reason, as women in real life throughout history, would often do. They dressed as
men to be more secured on the streets, to be able to travel alone, to get work and better wages, to
speak freely, write and publish, even to fight wars. Restrictions put on women have mostly been on
the basis of the social insecurities that women would be exposed to, in a male-dominated,
patriarchal world. Perhaps, patriarchy was distrustful of its own men, which is why they thought
perhaps restrictions could save women. As a result, women had to cross-dress primarily to
safeguard themselves as well as to break free from restrictive ambits of life. For instance, Viola in
Twelfth Night, as she is shipwrecked, and estranged from her brother Sebastian, has to take recourse
to cross-dressing in order to save herself in an unknown land. She says, “Conceal me what I am…”
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(Shakespeare, 1980) and further, sustains herself as a page to Duke Orsino. Similarly, Portia in The
Merchant of Venice disguises herself as Lawyer Balthazar to be able to save Antonio at the court. She
has to cross-dress because women were restricted from a lawyer‟s profession in Elizabethan times.
Even in As You Like It, we find Rosalind to dress up as a man in order to stay safe in the forest of
Arden and she can speak more comfortably and casually with Orlando, which otherwise would
have been difficult as a woman.
Therefore, as a corollary, it was presumed that women who are apparently bold and having a
„loose‟ life can dare to step into the male-domain of having a taste of outdoor life in a man‟s
disguise. This was considered to be a transgressive idea by the conservatives of the time and
heavily criticized. On a side line, let us also remember,
Between 1610 and 1620 there was a controversy over gender roles in England, leading to a pamphlet
entitled Hic Mulier (This manlike woman). Hic Mulier was published in 1620 in an England that
condemned transvestism. Women wearing men‟s clothes were becoming increasingly common,
causing concern to social conservatives. The pamphlet argued that transvestitism was an affront to
nature, The Bible, and society. As with the London aldermen and magistrates, the author of Hic
Mulier associates female cross-dressing with sexual wantonness. (Karim, 2016)

Reading the aftermath of Cross-dressing on stage
Boy actors playing the role of women in the comedies was a part of practical feasibility, but beyond
that, it cannot be overlooked that the playwright is exploring a problematic and disturbing space
when he allows the public to imagine that women characters in his plays (and in society) are doing
things which they are not supposed to. In Renaissance England, dress was the code of one‟s
identity, symbolizing one‟s gender and social class. The stability of the social order depended much
on maintaining absolute distinctions between male and female. If a woman put on men‟s clothes,
she transgressed the gender boundary, and encroached on the privileges of the advanced sex.
Renaissance gender stereotypes required women to wear women‟s clothes, to be submissive,
passive, silent, closed off, and immured within home. However, in his plays, Shakespeare dresses
his heroines in men‟s clothes, directly impinging upon the privileges of men, and rattles the gender
stereotypes, being well grounded in conformation to the conventions. Perhaps Shakespeare
treatment of transvestism within the plot is trying to create a fine balance with the changing views
of women‟s position, following humanist ideology of freedom and the Elizabethan resolutions of
patriarchy. This makes us raise a whole lot of questions:
What is Shakespeare‟s plausible agenda behind this endorsement? Although we find Shakespeare‟s
treatment of the transsexual or transgender to be quite contentious, and gendered, the crossdressing
women were rather common and perhaps a fuel to the burning glory of masculinity! Or was it an
obverse? Was Shakespeare covertly trying to push up women‟s potential and participation in
Elizabethan theatrical milieu of performative art and social life? Or was he using the „female
impersonator‟ as a ploy to bring back women each time back to their square one, to the ideological
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conditioning of inferiority where they supposed to belong to? Or, to push our surmises further, was
Shakespeare trying to make cryptic attempt at signalling at the validity of the transsexual and the
transgender in everyday life or go by the Christian biblical diktats? As Vita Fortunati observed in
her essay “The „Female Page‟: Transvestism and „Ambiguity‟ in Elizabethan Theatre Roles” that,
“the historical exclusion of women from the stage” can be attributed to two primary reasons: one,
the theatre is conventionally considered a public arena and two, women were not considered
“socio-historical subjects in their own right”. Yet, when the theatre is also a space “in which the
return of the repressed was brought to light and elaborated, it could not entirely refuse to talk about
women.” Now, could we draw this observation of Fortunati further and include the third gender
question in it? Drawing from her, could we say that Shakespeare‟s cross-dressing theme was
attempting to resolve a contradiction? – on one hand it denied women (and the third gender,
obviously) a status to participate on stage, and on the other hand, was “unable to suppress the
denial, indeed, it was obliged to represent it”, (Fortunati, 1992) in a roundabout way, by validating
it through the garb of the plot‟s requirement. As if, Shakespeare tries to dispel a normative
heterosexual certitude with such deliberate incorporations.
We find in The Merchant of Venice Portia dresses herself as the young lawyer Balthazar and her maid
as the clerk, and she conducts the court scene to save Antonio from Shylock. So, in order to travel to
Venice unattended by a male companion and to enter the courtroom, Portia needs a man‟s
disguised identity.
Next, Rosalind and Celia in As You Like It cross-dress themselves not just to pursue and test
Orlando‟s love for Rosalind but also as a safety-measure when they are entering the forest of Arden.
So does Viola in Twelfth Night. After the shipwreck when she arrives at Illyria without her brother
Sebastian, she disguises herself as a young boy Cesario in order to survive alone and finds shelter as
a page boy for the duke. In Two Gentlemen of Verona, Julia disguises herself in order to pursue her
lover, outside the confinement of the home. So does Imogen in Cymbeline, when she visits her lover
Leonatus.
There are two things running as a common strain: first, safety and free access to outdoor life, and
second, pursuing love. If the first one puts a bit of pushback at women‟s vulnerable and precarious
position in a patriarchal web outside home, the second one can be problematized even further. The
women are adopting masculine alteration of social appearance (which is otherwise much censured)
in order to secure and achieve something that is heteronormative and therefore, automatically
accepted socially. Can we say, the female body is getting rejected by the real females and this is a
strategy in order to underpin their hetero-normative femininity (that is supporting, saving and
strengthening their love for the man). Is this not a kind of endorsing hyper-masculinity, in keeping
with the times?
This sexual ambiguity can also be seen as moments when the playwright is conforming to
stereotypes and affirms a social convention by negating it on stage. Here, we see, through
crossdressing, Shakespeare is making women‟s frailty and stark womanly characteristics speak for
their typecast weaknesses.
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For example, in Act 4 Scene 3 of As You Like it, when Oliver, Orlando‟s brother, shows her the
napkin „dy‟d‟ in Orlando‟s blood and says: „Be of good cheer, youth. You a man? You lack a man‟s
heart‟ (4.3.162), Rosalind as Ganymede answers „I should have been a woman by right‟
(Shakespeare, 1980) which serves as a sharp dramatic irony.
Another instance, in Twelfth Night Act 3 Scene 4, Viola is mortally scared when she is challenged to
a duel with Sir Andrew Aguecheek, as she gasps: „Pray God defend me! A little thing would make
me tell them how much I lack of a man‟ (3.4.287, 368).
On the other hand, Portia, tells Nerissa as she turns herself into Balthazar,
“When we are both accoutred like young men, I‟ll prove the prettier fellow of the two, and wear my
dagger with the braver grace, And speak between the change of man and boy, With a reed voice,
and turn two mincing steps Into a manly stride; and speak of frays Like a fine bragging youth, and
tell quaint lies…” (The Merchant of Venice, 3.5.63-69, 242)

Image 1: The Merchant of Venice, Trial Scene1
This obviously stereotypes men‟s characteristics too, as does Rosalind‟s comment when she says,
“Were it not better, Because that I am more than common tall, That I did suit me all points like a
man? A gallant curtle-axe upon my thigh, A boar-spear in my hand; and, ---- in my heart Lie there
what hidden woman‟s fear there will, ---We‟ll have a swashing and a martial outside…” (As You
Like It 1.2.110-116, 260)

1

Image 1: The Merchant of Venice, Act 4 Scene 1, Trial Scene <alamy.com> Web. April 20 2019
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Shakespeare also shakes our complacence further when we find Rosalind (as Ganymede) has a
female admirer in Phoebe and Viola (as Cesario) sees Olivia feeling attracted more towards the
page boy than the doting Duke Orsino.

Image 2: Viola and the Countess2
In fact, as Lucie Johnová observes in her essay “Patterns of Crossdressing in Shakespeare‟s
Comedies”:
Viola seems to be the most feminine of the three. She crossdresses purely for safety and does not
enjoy the part at all, she sees herself as a deformity. In her scruples and her femininity apparent even
in the male disguise she is different from Portia and Rosalind. She needs a male authority of the seacaptain to be able to start her role. Moreover, her first plan is not to pretend to be a man but a eunuch,
someone less masculine than a man. She obediently woos another woman for her beloved. She is
alone with her secret, there is no female character with whom she could be Viola and not Cesario.
Unlike Rosalind, she does not find amusing the fact that Olivia has fallen in love with her; she is
troubled, because it further complicates her already difficult relationship with Orsino. Moreover, she
genuinely pities Olivia, because she knows too well what an unrequited love feels like, she has the
feminine quality of empathy… (Johnová)

With such details to read more into the texts, we do see where Shakespeare is moving: perhaps
towards a fine balance where women with all the virtues and gracefulness expected of them, are
also displaying (in disguise) nonpareil strength to operate in a man‟s domain with visibly equal
2

Image 2: Viola and the Countess, 1859. Painting by Frederick R. Pickersgill <English.emory.edu/classes> Web. April 20 2019.
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élan (and the silent trepidations in their heart only add to the dramatic effect of narrative and also
keeping the audience at peace!) Shedding their womanly virtues for a few days, they successfully
carry out their masculine self, displaying intelligence, wit, capability and courage. And we who are
attempting a feminist reading, are left in a state of limbo thinking whether to magnify
Shakespeare‟s subtle objective to finally bring the fictitious world back to balance, when the women
go back to their selves, under their lover‟s power or to perceive the bard‟s use of transvestism as a
subtle take on acknowledging women‟s potential that is equivalent to man, only physically
„different‟; and that would anticipate „equity‟ for the sexes in their social effectuality. So perhaps
illusion of appearance works as the emancipation. Although it seems too good to be true, yet we
wouldn‟t mind believing it!

Conclusion
Further, in the conclusion we must also remember what Miles Thompson and Imelda Whelehan
believe, “as the theatre represents a space of metaphoric potential that can take advantage of the
possibilities for disturbance and anarchy, so the stage provides a space for performances which
include a homoerotic perspective.” (Thompson, 2001). When popular scenes get overlayered by
such contemporary interpretations around crossdressing, gender reversal and fluidity, then overt
homoerotic speculations are obvious sprouts which tend to make that part of the text particularly
subversive.
In Midsummer’s Night’s Dream, we do observe the homoerotic potential in the Helena-Hermia
„friendship‟ which is like a “union in partition” (Shakespeare, 1980). Also, when, induced by the
love-juice, Hermia is reluctant to be with her lover, and instead prefers to be with Helena, it
becomes all the more interesting because in the process of making the occasion jesting and playful,
the love-juice makes the situation ironic, as the playwright can be claimed to be deliberately toying
with the homoerotic idea running strongly despite the palpable heteronormative resolutions of the
play. Even in As You Like It, we find instances where homoerotic subtexts are firmly established
though they obviously reach no successful consequence. For instance, in As You Like It when Phoebe
is attracted to Rosalind (dressed as Ganymede), her desire is normative because it is heterosexual,
as Phoebe knows that Ganymede is a young gentleman. But the feature that Phoebe finds most
attractive in Ganymede is her “complexion” which makes her a “pretty youth”: “the best thing in
him/ is his complexion” (3.5.112/115, 274). This desire for the feminine beauty is made all the more
interesting when Rosalind/Ganymede reciprocates to Phoebe‟s advances and says, “I think she
means to tangle my eyes too!”(3.5.45, 273), but most probably the Elizabethan audience would pass
it as an authentic role-playing in a successful comedy.
Having discussed crossdressing and its impact on sexuality within and without the text, another
point, can be raised contextually nonetheless, although it is slightly beyond the purview of this
essay: that is, Antonio and Bassanio‟s relationship. In The Merchant of Venice, it is always Portia who
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is read most often as exploring a newer possibility by her disguise, what we cannot ignore is
Antonio‟s very open and public declarations of fondness for Bassanio. Also, having no heterosexual
romantic relationship to counteract Antonio‟s passionate sentiment and affection for his friend, his
sexuality can be most obviously be conjectured to be homoerotic. On the other hand, as for
Bassanio, although his love for Portia perceptibly makes him heterosexual, yet the possibility of his
being bisexual cannot be completely ignored by contemporary scholars of Sexuality studies.
Therefore, at the end, we may comfortably mark these observations as not just advanced
portraitures and deeper interpretations triggered by the Renaissance conventions of crossdressing,
but we are perhaps opening the vocabulary of Shakespeare‟s plays for more complex readings, in
terms of semantics and pragmatics.
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Abstract
After World War II, Shakespearean critics often found ‗race‘ to be an incidental discourse in (c
0.1603). They were rooting for universal humanism and valour portrayed by the Moor of Venice,
as their central point of evaluation. The paper would examine whether Othello‘s race and his
cultural inheritance acted as a facilitator to kill Desdemona or it was the code of conduct
(validated by the societal prescriptions) expected of a man in fifteenth-century England,
concerning Renaissance ideals. This will be intertwined with examining the notions of
ownership and honour in the play and how the ‗motiveless malignity‘ affected the ‗fate‘ of a
woman. Do the tragic incidents happen due to the orchestrated plan by the shoddy opportunist
Iago or the tenets of anxiety were always instilled in the mind of Othello even before his
marriage with Desdemona? Would the events be different if he did not bear the essence of
cultural exclusivity, of being a Moor, in his mind? Would the situation still turn out the way it
did if Desdemona was a Moor? The paper would raise these questions and try to find the role of
race, gender, and colour by accumulating substantial evidence from the play.

Keywords: Race, Valour, Fate, Social Construct, Inter-Personal Conflicts
Introduction:
Shakespeare could lay the human mind sole-naked without upholding any moralistic yardsticks.
He described human nature as it is—it was and it will be not as others would like it to appear
within their threshold of judgments. There is no trouble with the logical development of the
characters in Shakespeare‘s plays; in his greatest tragedies, the reactions of the characters to every
turn in the action are always intuitively right and their development as the play proceeds is felt to
be inevitable. As we have seen in Othello and other plays, he stood up for the purity of morals
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through his plays but is human enough to recognize the man‘s inner dualities and conflicts. The
characteristics of his characters develop as we follow him through success and failure, and we
learn, before the play is over, to respect and admire him with all his weaknesses. Never does he do
or say anything untrue to his nature, as Shakespeare conceived it to be. The Renaissance had shown
the man his sins and called for looking at him from an ‗anthropocentric worldview‘ without the
ordainment of divine will. In Othello, HE upheld the power of the moral order. No inexorable fate
broods over the actions of his men in ancient Greece. Shakespearean tragedy reaches its highest
pitch of intensity. And yet it is a character that determines a man‘s destiny, for he is free to choose
not only his thoughts but his words and deeds. The problems that centre on our common humanity
were Shakespeare‘s constant theme and Othello is a pertinent reminder of that. The intersection of
race, colour, women‘s rights, jealousy, honour, and the complexities of emotions of the characters
are some of the tropes through which we can enter this world of extravagance and destruction. It
also talks about the disastrous aftermath of ‗fate‘ as a consequence of that. Lots of explorations were
prevalent at the time when Othello was written, people from North American and Indian descents
established their homes in England, which resulted in the cultural integration into the society. We
could see the evidence of cultural integration, as well as estrangement, in Othello, as a crucial
discourse in the play. Othello had always considered himself to be one of the ‗cultural pluses‘ in
Venice. As a stranger, he tried to gain social mobilization through his hard work and rose to the
position as a general. However, the flickering concerns of not being connected to the roots of Venice
by birth have always been visible in his dialogues. The task of serving a nation by being an outsider
carries the added pressure of trying hard to retain the achieved respect. Othello is aware that he
would be lost without his social position as general. There is the insecurity of losing that respect,
along with a constant reminder of being different from other Venetians. This raises an important
question about the deep-seated cultural baggage that could probe or accelerate his judgments
during his actions. Through this paper, I want to prick deeper into the inner psychology of Othello
and understand what must have gone through in Othello‘s chaotic mind before deciding to fulfill
the draconian act of murder. Was Iago the real ‗artist of crime‘ or just the facilitator of the already
bestowed irremediable frustration and despair that eventually acted as a stimulus in the murder of
Desdemona?

Othello’s Conflicts:
Although Othello‘s valour and position as a general gained him social mobilization and respect, the
element of cultural estrangement could be found from the inception. One of the mentions of his
vulnerabilities could be found in his soliloquy: -
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―Haply, for I am black,
And have not those soft parts of conversation
That chamber has, or I am declined
Into the vale of years, -yet that‘s not much
She is gone, I am abused…‖ (Shakespeare, 107-109)
He is aware that he is different from others in society and can largely be distinguished from them
based on colour but his love is fulfilled, as Desdemona chose him over other Venetians and it was
his ultimate achievement. He talks about his storytelling skills that mesmerized Desdemona.
However, his conclusion about her (‗she is gone‘) shows how the manipulation by Iago in
association with other self-imposed variants, slowly crept into his mind, taking advantage of his
characteristic weakness as a ‗cultural plus‘ and a ‗coloured‘ protagonist.
The warning by Brabantio (Desdemona‘s father) held a significant place in his mind and was
always present in his subconscious self that acted as a constant stimulus: ―Look to her, Moor if thou hast eyes to see:
She has deceived her father, and may thee.‖ (Shakespeare, 35)
From the history of Desdemona, we are aware that she has turned down the proposals by ‗the curls
and darlings‘ of the nation. She loved Othello, with his interior conflicts and complications and the
real identity that he beholds. At the time, when Brabantio was completely sure that the Moor has
willed Desdemona into his life with the help of witchcraft, he countered him by saying: She loved me for the dangers I had past
And I loved her that she did pity them. (Shakespeare, 31)
Therefore, Othello was pleased with the generosity of Desdemona being a good listener. He had
identified her as the woman who would become an ideal choice for a homemaker. She is a beautiful
person with ethical and moral boundaries that would enable her to become a perfect partner of a
‗general‘ by sustaining the sanctity of his demeanour and position in society. There is an essence of
hero-worshipping which can be witnessed instead of the indication of an equal partnership. Othello
deduced that she loved him because of his heroic action in the past and his charismatic presence.
We can deduce that marrying a Venetian person would not only add to his social status but also
give him an extra edge against other Venetians who wanted to marry Desdemona but failed. There
is a strong presence of cultural identification even while taking personal choices and the constant
attempt to play with the identification to infuse a ‗powerplay‘ in Othello. Despite introspecting
about his own vulnerabilities and weaknesses, he never chose to bring them in front of his wife. The
plausible reasons for that need to be taken into cognizance. It can be due to the gnawing social
presence that was so deeply embedded in his mind that he could not express his heart out, even to
his beloved partner. Maybe he was scared that his vulnerability would bring him down from the
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pedestal that he ‗thinks‘ Desdemona puts him up to. He suppressed his inner insecurities and
estrangements with the garb of the ultimate hero-like presence, without a seamless surface that
would become impossible for anyone to fathom. His social image (infused with cultural isolation)
became such a strong part of his life that showing vulnerabilities would mean falling from the selfconstructed, strong image that he had created over the years. He could never break the social wall
and mingle with other Venetians without being reminded of his cultural exclusivity, which was
evident in the play multiple times. However, Desdemona went against her father to marry Othello,
as she was awestruck by ‗Othello‘s visage in his mind‘. (Shakespeare, 35) Therefore, she expressed
her desire to be with this perceptive and complex man like a free-spirited individual seeking her
love by fighting against the world. We can observe a conflict and a mis-identification situated at the
very core of the relationship.
Desdemona as a Rebel and a Victim:
Fifteen-century England was inspired by the feminine attributes of the virgin Queen – Elizabeth I.
She has become the epitome of virtues, love, grace, beauty, and was set as an ultimate idolized
figure for ordinary women. The main essence of the playwrights was to develop their female
characters by absorbing attributes from the Virgin Queen and uphold the purity and loyalty that
she beholds. The women in fifteenth-century England did not have an individuality of their own
and their identity was solely defined by the moralistic ideals and the ethical norms that she was
supposed to maintain in the society as a ‗partner‘, ‗mother‘, or a ‗child‘? Desdemona is unique, as
she somewhat breaks the shackles of societal obligation but also becomes an unaccounted victim of
it. Though at the beginning of the play, Desdemona is seen to be an outspoken individual who
made a strong stand by rejecting all the diligent suitors (as well as going against her father) to be
with the love of her life. She opens her heart out to her father about her decision on the
impossibility of turning away from the love of her life because her acquired education doesn‘t
permit her to do so. She further adds that she has learned the essence of loyalty and the passion of
love from her mother. Just like her mother showered him (Desdemona‘s father) with God-like
respect and love, she does the same for the Moor: ―My noble father,
I perceive here a divided duty.
To you, I am bound for life and education.
My life and education both do learn me
How to respect you. You are the lord of my duty,
I am hitherto your daughter. But here‘s my husband,
And so much duty, as my mother showed
To you, preferring you before her father,
So much I challenge that I may profess. (Shakespeare, 31)
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She understands the fact that he has a different cultural inheritance, colour, and nationality and
makes herself bound with the moralistic ground of loyalty and duty towards him. She shows the
(expected) attributes of the 'moralistic' woman in fifteenth-century England as a ‗dutiful‘ and ‗loyal‘
companion. However, there is a unique dichotomy in her character, which further facilitates the
concerns of Othello. He is aware that Desdemona was capable of speaking her mind, which was
admirable until the time when Iago started manipulating their relationship. Her fearlessness as an
attribute became a threat for Othello after the marriage, which made him realize that she is also
capable of choosing another man over him. He had identified her with her free-spiritedness who is
highly capable of making her own choices. However, after marriage, that similar attribute acted as a
mode to ignite the suspicion of infidelity further. She always had a mind of her own, which
permitted her to go against the societal dictates and marry a non-Venetian. It can be a magnum step
for a woman at that time. Therefore, that mind can also facilitate disloyalty unfaithfulness towards
her married partner when necessary and if required as assumed by Othello. It is the same attribute
that initiated their marriage against the tidal waves of obstacles that came along the way in their
relationship. This gives an insight into his mind, where similar characteristic traits change its
position, from being the bearer of love and admiration to insecurity and discomfort. This shows
Shakespeare as a propounder to understand man‘s struggles with temptations through their
conflicting emotions, which carry universal fascination. Othello is creating unprecedented chaos
within his mind by juxtaposing the present situation with past actions and is haunted by the
thought of betrayal, dishonesty, and the gradual ‗lack of control‘ over Desdemona. She was
supposed to surrender her body, mind, and soul to her husband without restricting her
individualistic choices. The most tragic part is that Desdemona abides by all these expected notions
and has confined himself to the duty of Othello. However, the complexities of the human mind
(renaissance, world?) and the psychology surrounding it are too fickle to compartmentalize, control
or detect any immediate actions of individual. Desdemona fell for the human mind. However, the
beauty of Shakespeare lies in its thriving need for contradicting characters that he portrays. Emilia
(Iago‘s partner) has a pragmatic view towards marriage and the notion of loyalty associated with it.
She is willing to have sex with other men if the circumstances turn out to be beneficial for her. She
thinks infidelity to be a ‗small sin‘ in the big world. Therefore, the idealism of Desdemona‘s loyalty
is broken with this character, and the contradiction of behaviours with different shades arises.
Emilia is logical enough to argue that she is willing to compromise if it benefits her or her husband
in any way and deals with infidelity very casually. There cannot be any declaration of an absolute
in the renaissance world, where a pre-determined regime would dictate an entire course of action of
a play (like in the medieval world). There will always be contradictions where individuals will try
to reach beyond the pre-defined boundaries and opt for alternatives. Shakespearean plays are the
living and breathing examples of the beauty that sustains in, baffling the normative at the tenure of
its discourse and the uncanny means to restore it at the end of the play. And, Othello is not an
exception of the same!
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Moor or not a Moor:
It would be essential to look at a different argument when Othello was extremely pleased, as he was
chosen, among all other Venetians, by Desdemona. His grateful, logical self was visible in Act III,
‗‗…This is not to make me jealous
To say my wife is fair feeds well,
Love Company,
Is free of speech sings, plays, and dances well;
Where virtue is, these are more virtuous.
Not from mine own weak merits will I draw
The smallest of fears or doubts of her revolts;
For she had eyes and chose me…‘‘ (Shakespeare,103)
Therefore, he was aware that she loved him for a reason and stood firmly in that standpoint. What
could be the plausible reasons for the sudden blur of judgments? One of the arguments can be that
Othello never until that time, thought that Desdemona needed to be afraid of him. He trusted her
but would never validate anyone else‘s presence in her life. When Iago orchestrated the plan, slyly
forcing Cassio to reach out to Desdemona for help, he was tapping into an extremely sensitive
place. Desdemona assures Cassio that she will help him by talking to Othello: ―I‘ll watch him
(Othello) tame and talk him out of patience…‖(Shakespeare, 93) The woman who was supposed to
behold her domesticity suddenly crossed her line in making judgments about the outside world.
This shift and the transfer of power bewildered Othello when Desdemona asked him to forgive
Cassio for his misconduct. She was overstepping into his boundaries and decision-making. This
was facilitated by the warning given by Brabantio. His vulnerabilities reached their peak when the
‗handkerchief‘ was stolen and acted as the chief confirmation of adultery. Desdemona provided
Othello with a normal handkerchief, when asked, to not make him upset, but when Othello wanted
to seek clarification about the ‗special‘ handkerchief, she couldn‘t provide him with the same. He
started explaining about the significance of the handkerchief (as a token from his mother) but she
kept on asking for Cassio‘s forgiveness without paying due attention to it. It did ignite the flame
that was already burning hard. The handkerchief just remained a silent observer, whereas its
position shifted from the symbol of love to the trigger of revenge.
―He hath a person and a smooth dispose/To be suspected, framed to make a woman false.‖
(Shakespeare, 43)

Two meditations happened in Othello‘s mind. First, he thought of being replaced by his wife with
Cassio (someone who had a lower designation than him in society and was punished for
misbehaviour) and someone who doesn‘t imbibe a ‗coloured‘ presence like him. He was a
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handsome Florentine man who had an appeal for being a potential lover. His sudden gallantries
and social courtesies often got misrecognized as a form of flattery among people. Therefore, he
could become an effective pawn in Iago‘s plan. Though deeply committed to his duty, his openness
and popularity among women folks buried the grave for Desdemona.

Secondly, Desdemona broke free from the confined duties of a partner and commented on Othello‘s
course of action as his equal. The wife, who is supposed to be the subordinate of her husband, tried
to make a dialog with him like a companion of equal measures. There was a huge distortion and
imbalance in the power hierarchy and killing her would become the only way to bring stability to
this power play. He dwelled in his extremities: the higher extravagant self and the lower culturalconscious estranged /vulnerable self. Two souls were dwelling in his body, which was at constant
war with each other. His culture-conscious self-allowed him to make assumptions based on futile
evidence and his extravagant self-showed him the path to bring stability to that disruption by
killing his wife: ―I will kill you and Love thee after‖. (Shakespeare, 189)

He wants to love the idealized Desdemona that he married. The woman would bow down to the
social prescriptions and abide by the conventions set up by the partner without being a threat.
According to him, Desdemona changed into a disloyal, seditious woman and the only way to bring
the ‗real‘ Desdemona back was by killing her. We get a glimpse of the complexities and the
extremities of emotions in Othello‘s mind that made him perpetrate the fatal deed: ―Even so my bloody thoughts with violent pace. Shall ne‘er look back, ne‘er ebb to humble
love.‖ (Shakespeare, 119)

What would happen if he was not a Moor? Would his cultural and colour-conscious self-take a back
seat with the blooming of logical arguments? He would be more open-minded and aware of the
customs and discourses of the people in that particular ‗society‘ without being taken away by his
conventional ideals. Brabantio‘s warning about his daughter would not prick him day in and out.
He would have gone beyond his desperate need to prove his worth again and again. He wouldn‘t
simply become the victim of his marvellous mind. He could also think about other plausible courses
of action that could be executed without swaying away in rage and morose. Iago would find it
difficult to take advantage of the cultural isolation while manipulating him and Othello would have
many avenues to make an effective judgment without making it an act of impulsion. My arguments
should not be taken as a way of validating the acts by Othello by making him the scapegoat of race
and class. However, it acted as a major facilitator to his prospective judgments and there should be
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no doubts about it. He would never have felt less of himself because he was not a Venetian. The
evidence of the handkerchief was to be disapproved as an act of absent-mindedness of beautiful
women with no reason to be snubbed by the disparity of their complexion, which had otherwise
played a significant role. This would happen even if Desdemona was a Moor. As her race and
colour would come with their share of expectations and both of them would share a cultural
resonance. And the readers would experience a colour-blind evaluation of their relationship. Othello
could also experience a better connection with Desdemona and not try to own her because of
‗internal insecurity‘ and ‗inferiority complex. There would be lesser conflicts and clearer
perspectives without any powerplay, adept manipulation, and the drive to take revenge for
securing honour. They would be able to communicate with each other more freely, without any
pre-occupied cultural baggage. Iago‘s presence as an intermediary would not have such a solidified
impact on his mind. But even if there was a chance of cultural swapping between the protagonists,
a deeper question needs to be analysed. We need to understand the futile lives of the women as a
replaceable ‗entity‘ and the beholder of honour. The fate of a woman was decided without even
giving her a chance to explain her position. Iago, as an outsider could insinuate the conflicts so
effectively, without any major hurdles. A husband could neither trust his wife nor keep his
characteristic weakness and cultural difference in check. Was Othello so driven by his passion for
revenge that he did not understand the gravity of his action? One can argue that Othello was
written at a time when the identity of the women remained an extension of their spouses and by the
moralistic yardsticks, they surrounded themselves with. However, Othello talks about a significant
aspect of women‘s rights that is still relevant in today‘s time. We often hear cases of honour killings
as a punishment for disloyalty or adultery in marriage. The actual position and the significance of
women in society need to be addressed. The role of women in the society and their significance and
honour, should not be judged or seen from the male-centric lens but from a more equal,
individualistic way in society. The individual life choices and the acceptance of those choices
should be rigidly incorporated in the law and order of the judiciary system. It would have been a
wonderful place if Othello had thought about his decisions before jumping into the compulsive
judgments. And it is equally important to understand the consequences that he suffered because of
his action. Therefore, Shakespeare ends the love tragedy by identifying Othello both as the
conqueror and the victim of his own mind. Finally, he got to know about Iago‘s manipulation and
realized that he had mercilessly slaughtered the innocent Desdemona that broke him into pieces.
He was bewildered and torn between betrayal and losing the love of his life based on delusional
grounds. The subsequent self-guilt is resolved by slaughtering himself to death. Othello brings the
final stability in his dual and conflicted self by finally killing himself: - ―I kiss‘d thee ere I killed
thee: no way but this;‖ (Shakespeare, 211)
Through that action, he could finally be one with Desdemona. Therefore, it primarily becomes a
love tragedy that has enabled and disabled the notions of various public arenas, including the
martial world, but also how race, colour, and other constructs are discussed, valued, and devalued.
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Soft you, a word or two before you go.
Have done the state some service, and they know‘t.
No more of that. I pray you, in your letters,
When you shall these unlucky deeds relate,
Speak of me as I am. Nothing extenuate,
Nor set down aught in malice. Then must you speak
Of one that loved not wisely, but too well.
Of one not easily jealous, but being wrought,
Perplexed in the extreme. Of one whose hand,
Like the base Indian, threw a pearl away
Richer than all his tribe. Of one whose subdued eyes. (Shakespeare, 209)

While speaking these words, he finally stabbed himself. He talks about his life and Desdemona. His
guilt-ridden self comes into the forefront, where he realises that he couldn‘t be wise enough to
know that Desdemona did not cheat on him. He also tries to justify his actions by speaking about
the normalcy of ―‗jealousy...‘of one not easily jealous….‖ He further adds that anyone in the
position would kill Desdemona. Here we get a glimpse of the clear binary being created by Othello
to put his chaotic mind to ease. Although he feels sorry for murdering Desdemona, he is not quite
‗apologetic‘ for the same. Therefore, normalizing the act of murder as a regular and prevalent
discourse when faced with betrayal or disloyalty is the established and accepted cultural norm.
Even if we eliminate the social situation, the authoritarian position of ownership bestowed upon
one‘s partner is visible. Therefore, apart from social isolation, the inherited attributes of a man and
his relationship with his wife, prescribed by the societal conventions, were never based on equal
grounds with mere companionship. It was hierarchised, authoritarian, and supremely oppressive.
Conclusion:
We can talk about the tragedy of Othello as an indication of the failure of a man. This can be
combined with race, colour, and gender as a social facilitator that had led to the gradual fall of
Othello into the confinement of the secular world. However, we cannot judge the character
regarding our temporal moralities: neither can we schematize the mysteries of redemption, which
might at last exempt him from such judgments. It should be understood that it is imperative to
understand the complexities of Othello as the Moor of Venice concerning his social status. His
violent reaction, constant doubtfulness, skepticism is solely surrounded by his inner complexities,
which whisper that ‗he is not enough‘. This constant dualism reflects the Renaissance man. He
doubts his actions and is completely flawed. However, this doubtfulness doesn't turn his actions
righteous. Othello becomes the sailor of his own fate, which is facilitated, nurtured, and later
destroyed by him. This makes Othello, a tragedy which is the product of the change of the men‘s
minds- ―the Renaissance change-by which men came to feel separated from God; -by which,
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indeed, the idea of God receded from men‘s habitual certitudes and became no more and often less
than an intellectual construction, a merely credible hypothesis, a Being remote and not certainly just
or beneficent the Enemy‖ (Sen, 37). Othello becomes the victim which eventually leads to the
murder of his beloved partner Desdemona. While she remained loyal to him, it was him who was
swayed with the perpetual thought of being betrayed by her. However, no matter how much we
look at the play from the lens of hierarchised social isolation and understand the pangs and ethos of
Desdemona. It is essential to also look at it solely as a piece of art and a production of creative
brilliance. Therefore, if Othello was not a Moor, the readers would be exempt from the
Shakespearean mission that transcends the bounds of nations and becomes the property of
humanity. We could never have the glimpse of a complex character and a tragic hero like Othello
that successfully penetrated the secrets of humanity, as few characters have ever done, and
interpret the secrets of them as few playwrights would ever do. One of the reasons for
Shakespeare‘s worldwide appeal is the number and variety of characters that he developed. They
include persons of all types who come from all walks of life. In Othello, Emilia‘s character provides
an alternative to Desdemona‘s loyalty. Iago justified his manipulation. At the beginning of the play,
he explains to Roderigo why he has decided to deceive Othello. He was upset with Cassio‘s
promotion and wanted to seek revenge because Cassio was undeserving: ―never set a squadron in
the field‖ (Shakespeare, 5). No matter how much we talk about Iago‘s manipulation, it is Othello
who finally decided to ―put out the light‖ and murder Desdemona on her own choice. Therefore,
every character has a shade and cannot be measured with the yardsticks of binaries. Shakespeare
understood his characters so deeply and presented them so vividly that for any readers they have
become more real than some of the living men about them. He was, to quote Dr. Johnson, ―the poet
that held up to his readers a faithful mirror of manners, and life. His characters are not modified by
the customs of particular places…., they are the genuine progeny of common humanity, such as the
world will always supply, and observation will always find‖ (Sen, 41). Therefore, Othello, by being
a Moor, gave us one more reason to fall in love with the characters in the Shakespearean repertoire,
which enabled us to ―seek his works among primal necessities of life, demand them, crave them,
and crave them as they do their daily bread‖. (Sen, 41) and be equally enamoured by them.
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him the senior fellowship for “outstanding persons in the field of culture/literature.”

The stories related to environmental history are myriad and multifaceted. The meandering maze of
human destiny and its relationship to the environment weaves a magical and fascinating story
every time a poet-artist like Sudeep Sen takes up his pen to write. If we go by the logic of the
multiplicity of industrial ravages, we would not be surprised if the entire ecosystem and the earthly
catalytic effects seem to be purposeless and doomed. But beyond that simple, calculative logic —
what we see through poetry, art and literature is a constant and expansive effort to narrate stories
— stories of how human beings got to this present catastrophe, and how they have had an
indomitable effect on the surrounding ecological system and its corresponding geological age.
A consummate poet, an artist par excellence, and an observer without any set boundaries — the
internationally acclaimed poet Sudeep Sen presents an unusual and urgent artistic journey in his
new book, Anthropocene: Climate Change, Contagion, Consolation. The book contains Sen‟s pointed and
important observations in his typically original, lyrical and tightly-wrought style. Thoughts and
ideas about the causality of environmental forces and their effects, is turned into the most exquisite,
palpable poetry coming out of India — one that is both local and global, national and international
in its outlook. The brink of human existence and the kaleidoscopic vision of human instinct and
survival are painted through the changing and astute perceptions of Sen‟s artistic lens. As the
poems and prose pieces spread their wings — they not only highlight the urgent issues of climate
change and the pandemic, but simultaneously provide hope and consolation.
As the book unfurls, the poet makes us alive with conviction that “the role of the artist is not
to look away” (Akira Kurosawa).As is evident in the literary texts in Anthropocene, Sen displays a
very keen eye for detail, without resorting to any exaggeration — he believes in the complete
avoidance of poetic excess. He renders the poems and prose pieces in a lifelike, therefore valuable
and believable manner. Pondering about the infinite cosmological structure, the poet reminisces:
I marvelled at how solar and lunar gravitational pulls choreograph the seasonal orchestra —
how the wind‟s slipstreams dance, the oceans churn, and earth‟s tilted rotation creates the
vicissitudes of tides.
(„The Role of the Artist is Not to Look Away‟, p.17)

The apparent natural and cyclical, everyday and mundane, trajectory of earth‟s rotation, ocean tides
and gravitational pulls — acquire a superb poetic aura and brilliance under the influence of Sen‟s
literary techniques. He skillfully explores, locates, and understands the sublime and its enigmatic
qualities. Were we mesmerized by the same poetic ebullience that Sen showed us in The Lunar
Visitations (1990), Distracted Geographies (2003), Rain (2005), and many of his earlier books.
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The wretched fault lines in the dry crevices of the earth are mellowed by the soft, smooth
pattering of the rains—one that reminds us of the sheer artistry that he portrayed in prose-poems
like „Icicles‟ and „Photons, Graphite, Blood‟. The rhetorical grandeur of the lines with their lilting
tonality, incorporate profound thoughts — thoughts to rest with, and resting in thought itself.
With the swift sprinkling articulation of his emotions, the imagistic contrasts are pliable and
well-calibrated. The highly alliterative intensity of the resilient and “fearless forest fires” stand in
striking contrast to the “ice-caps” that “are rapidly melting — too fast to arrest the glacial slide” in
„Disembodied‟. The ephemerality of human life pitted against the permanence of natural forces, act
as an incubation chamber of concern for the future—and this is what the readers marvel at. Almost
as a premonitory evocation, the concluding section of this poem keeps the precarious questions
dangling about the future:
no GPS, no pole-star navigation,
no fossil fuel to burn away —
just maps with empty grids and names of places that might exist.
(„Disembodied‟, p.29)

The sheer sense of the approaching vacuity where maps will be marked by empty grids and not
actual places, bring and heighten the intricate idea of revelation mixed with potential grief. This is
evident in his beautifully haunting prose-poems, and a good example is „Heavy Water‟:
It is the ephemeral that is painful. Water
creates all the confusion—its saltiness,
its acridity, its mineralized purity, all compete
in ways that chemical equations find hard to
support or balance.
(„Heavy Water‟, p. 88)

The imaginative faculty susceptible to the vagaries of nature creates contested zones of what will
remain of nature— a pertinent question for an impending future.
In Anthropocene, poems like „Global Warming‟, „Rising Sea Levels‟, „Climate Change‟,
„Drought, Cloud‟ and „Pollution‟ stand as ample testimony to the relentless force of the modern,
mechanized human imprint that threatens to create an alternative mood and matrix in nature. Sen‟s
poems take us on a journey, a journey and quest for simplicity — anon-invasive approach to release
the spirit of poetic liberation, hibernating somewhere amid the “solitary cloud … wafting”
perilously in „Drought, Cloud‟. His expression is simple and lucid, yet reflective and profound:
It is bone-dry — I pray for any moisture
that might fall from the emaciate skies —
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There is a cloud, just a solitary cloud
wafting perilously—
But it is too far in the distance for any real
hope — for rain.
(„Drought,Cloud‟, p.35)

If we scrutinize some of the most notable works on „Anthropocene and the global
environmental crisis‟, as explained in the area of critical writing — we find that the convergence of
geological questions and human forms/settlements have raised major issues and concerns related
to the way we tackle and engage with different aspects of the environment. Christophe Bonneuil,
for instance, in his essay titled „The Geological Turn: Narratives of the Anthropocene,‟ elucidates
how nations, races, and classes have for a long time been the object of countless narratives.
Eventually, the „anthropocene‟ has become fundamentally associated with „geostories‟, to
emphasize the term used by Latour in 2013. Whether dualistic, fractured, multilayered, or
boisterous narratives of the earth — these stories become testimonies of not the surface-truths, but
of memories, social reverberations, and often tales that remain in the collective consciousness of the
people.
In Sudeep Sen‟s Anthropocene: Climate Change, Contagion, Consolation, there is a poetic prism
that goes beyond what can be actually seen or perceived. There is a growing consciousness that
feels asphyxiated amid “the thick, heavy air”, “smoke” that emanates from the burning cropfields
— dense, murky and “yolky”, one that provides no respite or anodyne to the exhausted soul. All
these are well illustrated in most of the initial poems. It is not just a few words that the poet quotes
from T S Eliot‟s The Waste Land or The Love Song of J Alfred Prufrock— Sen‟s poems become an
important historical document spanning across time immemorial, time past and time present, one
that coalesce into time future— similar to many of Eliot‟s memorable poems.
Climate change and the consequential narratives of broad expansive views of environmental
changes and modifications in human settlements are neither new nor unique. As Sen points out in
an interview in the environment journal/magazine The Third Pole (September 8, 2020) — “Poetry
about climate change has always been out there, it‟s just that now it is being noticed more.” He
further adds, “When certain things make front-page news, then people start focusing on it.”
One of the most dominant themes that we find in Sen‟s poetic prism is the lending and
imbuing of an exquisite, extraordinary, wondrous quality to the simplest of life occurrences.
Sometimes, moments of nature-human contradictions become bewildering. It is remarkable how
Sen, with his deft poetic strokes, can slow-dissipate them into an illumination:
Our modest umbrellas fray,
flounder under the sun‟s ruthless exposure.
(„Afternoon Meltdown‟, p.41)
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Carefully picking and choosing subjects/images, he explicates them with understated subtlety—
before retiring to a quaintly reflective, quiet state. And all this while playing with highly alliterative
rhythms, and producing a magical orchestration of patterns, styles, alternative narratives to help us
look at the broader picture of the idea of “anthropocene”. Reading deeply into Sen‟s multifaceted
poetic structures, permits us to visit and excavate layer upon layer of meanings and possibilities.
Response and anticipation arise, as the poet reflects on these vital moments, nestled meditatively,
sitting on the Dharamkot slopes:
watching the fading folded hills,
cumulonimbus clouds veiling
Himalaya‟s towering snow peaks.
Another polar crest, „the third pole‟—
Like the older North-South —
slow dissolves, thaws, deliquesces.
(„The Third Pole‟, p.42)

The overall ethereal beauty is revelatory, dazzling and illuminating at the same time. The closeness
and the intricacies of “watching”, and nurturing of each and every aspect of the “fading folded
hills” further emphasizes the universal concept of “empty spaces” in “maps” („Disembodied‟); or
“wiping out” the “white light” in the poem „Endless Rain‟.
The symphony contained in the existing ethics of nature in no way interferes with the burgeoning
population that dreams and destroys. Images of wiping, melting, getting empty and evacuation are
repetitive refrains in his poems. This elucidates the urgency to restore and save—save the
environment when even the State and scientific advancements are failing to provide any medication
or cure to the tired human soul. The world seems tumultuous, one that “fluctuates and alters with
weather‟s polygamy” — the unrestricted unleashed, the unabashed fury of weather juxtaposed
with the intensity and intimacy of its love. This is what the poet is able to present to his readers,
poems that not just catapult at extreme binaries of earth-human resistance but equally channelize
the reader towards an incipient realization— a discovery that the environmental crisis is itself
somewhere preventing us from imagining and finding a tangible solution to the problems.
The occurrence of elemental forces—air, water, fire and earth —are also recurrent images in the
modernist ideas expounded by Eliot in different segments of The Waste Land. In the words of Sen:
Rain has this special seductive appeal—
its innocuous wet, its piercing strength,
its gentle drizzle-caresses, its ability
to douse and arouse.‟
(„Rain Charm‟, p.46)
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If we look at a linear projection of human history, it becomes conspicuous how the modern
era can be distinguished as the midpoint of the Anthropocene. It can be defined and re-evaluated as
an exceptional stage in that entire linear history. On the one hand, there is a constant, resilient form
of apocalyptic anxiety that often obfuscates the rational faculty to look out for any feasible solution
—and on the other hand, the changes are seen as challenges to future prediction, production and
positivity. The poet‟s role is not one of a bystander; it is one of a visionary — one that Sen expresses
through elegiac modes, metaphors, and articulation of osmosis —through scientific, historical,
sociological, and political events.
The chromatic palette that Sen creates and draws for us — makes it crystal clear for us to see
and experience, how he still nurtures his various interests, passions, concerns and preoccupations.
Looking and longing to look beyond the known; and discovering the lingering sensation of the
world of the vast and the unknown, still fascinates him— that is one of the many ways Sen‟s poetry
conjures magic casements in the reader‟s heart. And all this even in the sweltering heat of summer,
amid the asthmatic afternoons when his eyes are “blood-shot in acrid distress”, and his breathing is
infected with “dust-mite, cat hair, particulates” that draw “toxic tears”.
The sheer anomalies that exist in material thought and human exigencies do not contrive to
provide a shadowy poetic pillar. Instead, the conviction with which Sen paints all this — beyond
disease, pestilence, and the shallow fopperies of life — shows how some day marigold and
magnolia will still bloom, regardless. It is this sympathetic, soaked, free-spiritedness that allows for
a harmonic rendezvous with one‟s soul and with the others. Playing with words and sounds like
“come” and “calm”, the feelings precipitate into “silence”— an ultimate recourse to “pause, reflect,
love”. („Speaking in Silence‟, pg. 60). Or else, when he introspects
In the company of myself, I reflect.
It is time to call family, a neighbour,
a neglected friend — time to read,
rejuvenate, revive— rekindle love’s labour
lost — time to savour life‟s little joys.
(„Quarantine‟, p.76)

The futility, ferocity and fruition during the quarantine period thus take on a mood and
moment of rekindling and savouring— a cosy, spontaneous, un-jeopardized, uninhibited urge to be
loved, amid the little joys that prevail. The serrated, unbridled, rhythmic tone and momentum of an
orchestra that Sen creates ushers in a new era of hope. The poems articulate moments that remain
warm, temperate— the sensations of love, desire and humanity are not crushed at their core. The
poems show us the light of encouragement, something that always remains in Sen‟s poetry and
prose — using a balanced sense of tone and texture. The ease with which the rise and fall of the
words‟ cadences appear in private spaces, create traps of ecstasy— combined with a tendency to
rewrite and rekindle the lulling legacies of humankind in this powerful book, Anthropocene.
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Sen‟s penchant for interstices is noteworthy — parched earth, art, passion, bodily desires—
restive, cocooned in a fractional temperament — until the soul is liberated. All this makes the book
a collector‟s item and an asset. Sen‟s poetry remains as an exquisite piece of art, as the poet
confesses:
I am in pain, and I just want to cry, cry and
cry — so that each searing cry can etch
some fragment of a note, which has gone
unnoticed, so that each measure of pain is no
longer diluted for people who listen because
they have to.”
(„Heavy Water‟, p.88-89)

The prolonged pain and the urgency to cry and make the world notice ideas with sensitivity—
something that has been long-lost, one that needs to be re-excavated to stop it from being diluted or
diminished — this is Sudeep Sen‟s Anthropocene!
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Kathryn Stockett is an American writer whose book, The Help (2009) has become popular. The
author dramatizes the problems that black women go through in their day to day life. For women
of colour the oppression they face is double since it is by men in their own society and also by the
white community due to their race. The Help remained a best seller and it was made into a film too.
The novel was immensely popular with women.
The novel is set in 1962 during the nascent Civil Rights Movement in Jackson, Mississippi. Stockett
invents three narrators who weave a story collectively focused on women. Skeeter is a young white
woman who is deeply rooted in Jackson society and aspires to be a writer. Aibileen, is a domestic
help who works in the house of Skeeter’s friends and Minny, Aibileen’s friend is an outspoken
maid. There are two black narrators which Stockett uses but the lives of black people remain to be
marginalised. This novel which became a featured film shows how white women must accept their
participation in the indignity of segregation. Aibileen and Minny defy the notion that both black
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and white women are ignorant about each other’s lives. In fact, black women know the lives of
white women quite well and the lessons were taught to them by their own mothers (39).
The characters in the novel are divided into different racial camps but their speech pattern reveals
the black difference in the novel. Even though the novel is set in Mississippi it is only the African
American characters who use non Standard English. Here speech becomes an indication of racial
difference. The difference is indicated in the way in which black bodies are represented. They are
shown as being absent or large and dark. The black men are not seen as important human beings
but Minny’s husband Leroy is the only one who is given importance in the novel.
In the novel the action is focused on Hilly Holbrook’s Home Help Sanitation Initiative which
proposed separate washrooms for domestic workers. Here the black bodies were seen to be
diseased but it ironical because the white people invite the black women to their homes to clean
personal spaces, cook and take care of their children. The stories of these women in the town both
black and white are all entwined together. The novel shows a time when there were social lines
which could not be crossed and what happened when people dared to cross them. Stockett writes
partly from her own experience of growing up in that place with a close relationship with her
family’s maid and so it can be seen as a memoir.
The novel shows the interaction between a white woman Skeeter Phelan and the black maids. After
finishing her study Skeeter travelled to her hometown to find Constantine her favourite maid with
whom she shared unforgettable memories. Skeeter worked as a journalist and wrote articles about
maids and housekeeping and that led her to meet Aibileen, Minny and other black maids in the
town. Aibileen was a black maid who worked for the Leefolts family as a nanny. She took care of a
two year old baby girl called Mae Mobley Leefolts who loved Aibileen. Skeeter was Mae Mobley’s
mother’s friend. Just like Aibileen, Minny also worked for a white family. She worked for Hilly
Holbrook and was fired since she refused to use the black maid’s toilet.
Hilly is another important character in the novel and she is Skeeter’s childhood friend. Though they
grew up together their perspectives about racism in Mississippi were different. Hilly was the leader
of the Junior League and she held a prominent position among white women of the town. She told
Skeeter that she was working on a project regarding the real condition of black maids in Jackson,
Mississippi. The aim of the project proposed by Hilly was that white families should provide toilets
for their black maids outside. Skeeter disagreed with Hilly’s idea and she secretly sought Aibileen’s
help and asked if she also wanted to do something to reverse the condition. After completing the
project Skeeter decided to publish it and when it was published it become popular in Jackson.
The novel as well as the film directed by Tate Taylor created controversy upon their release. The
novel spent 100 weeks on the New York Times Best seller List and the screen adaptation was the
thirteenth top engrossing film of 2011. The novel and the film recall several of the tropes that recur
throughout many popular representations of the genre. They revolve around white characters and
portray the racist behaviour especially between them and the black workers.
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The Help certainly invokes the American cultural memory of an earlier period and it also
challenges the conventions of representing that period by foregrounding memories of black
women. The novel focuses on the exploitation of black women and their experiences. When the
novel and the film were released there were objections to it because it focused on the Civil Rights
era. The readers and the audience were not happy when they saw or heard the outline of the story
which is a story of a young white woman writing the stories of black women servants. Some
readers and audience objected to the film since it focused on black women doing domestic work
which they believed was a stereotypical role and it was inherently limiting.
The novel shows the way of living and the hardships the black women faced. Most of them were
domestic help and they toiled hard without receiving any respect in return. The issues dealt with in
this novel are relevant still because the problem of racism exists even now. Since the perspective of
the black women is different from that of white women, seeing the world from the character’s point
of view helps the readers to experience that feeling. The book is divided into thirty four chapters
and except chapter twenty five all the other chapters are narrated by Aibileen, Minny and Miss
Skeeter. The Help features a young college educated, white woman who helps a community of
black maids find their voices during the Civil Rights era in Jackson. Many critics felt that Stockett’s
novel displays the long standing white misunderstanding of the other in spite of intent to
comprehend and do justice to the blacks. When writers use white conventions of race identity to
personify the racial other what happens is they cause vexation to those who are targeted by these
representations.
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